
 

 

FROM: D4P01G ® ®@

TO: BNPO11(BNMAIL) . DATE: 1998-06-08
, TIME: 08:15

   

 

   

cc:

SUBJECT: Re: Hi
PacPRIORITY: R

ATTACHMENTS: ’

Date: (06/08/1998 08:15 am (Monday) -
Fron: b6

To: LEGAT ] bie
Subject: Re: Hi

[__] THANKS FOR THE RESPONSE. REGARDS]_|

>> =SNADS.BNPO11.BNMAIL 06/08 1:21 PM >>> béHi

I just returned from AL, and had your E-Mail waiting for me. BIC
We ran

both names[_____| was interested in thru Bu-indices and found no
o

ref

to However, there were numerous refs to Hubbard, and
one
mentions the Church of Scientology. She is believed to be the 2nd
wife of
the founder.

For info, in early 1997, the[__lasked for background b7D
traces on the Church of Scientology. We sent the request back to
FBIHQ for
Info Mgt Div to do the traces and the IRB to clear the info for

age to the

 

  

   

 

 

   

 

    

since their investigation was based on what we would call ist B7D
Amendment
issues. IMD sent the material, which was voluminous, but we got no
response .
from the IRB. We asked several times but no one responded. We
decided to
let the matter drop, without sending the anything, hoping they b7D
wouldn/’t

ask again. Last March, they did ask again, and we didn’t respond.
That
request specifically mentioned Mary Sue Hubbard. be

This is obviously why asked. The has been tasked to b7C
evaluate the Church to determine if it should be placed under official b7D
investigation and surveillance as an intelligence type organization.
The b6

Germans have long seen the Church as a threat to their internal
security.

Perhaps if HQ answers[__—sdanquiry this matter can be
settled. If you have any questions, pls call _me.    



 

 

To:[|__—+'d- ‘IRUL BIgN1A/D4Po1c @ DATE: 06/08/98 b6

 

TIME: 11:52 AM b7c

CC:
SUBJECT: BFV vP[visit
PRIORITY: R

ATTACHMENTS:

Hi|||Seeeeeeeeeeeebé6
Just returned from AL and had your E-Mail waiting for me. We ran %7¢   

to| | However, there were numerous refs to Hubbard, and one
mentions the Church of Scientology. She is believed to be the 2nd wife of
the founder.

For info, in early 1997, the[___asked for background b7D
traces on the Church of Scientology. We sent the request back to FBIHQ for
Info Mgt Div to do the traces and the IRB to clear the info for passage to the

since their investigation was based on what we would call 1st Amendment
issues. IMD sent the material, which was voluminous, but we got no response

 

both names was interested in thru Bu-indices and found no references.

 

from the IRB. We asked several times but one responded. We decided to
let the matter drop, without sending the anything, hoping they wouldn't
ask again. Last March, they did ask again, and we didn't respond. That
request specifically eee Mary Sue Hubbard.

= This is obviously why| asked. The[_|has been tasked to be
evaluate the Church to determine if it should be placed under official bic
investigation and surveillance as an intelligence type organization. The b7D
Germans have long seen the Church as a threat to their internal security.

Perhaps if HQ answers[____———Céd# rnquiry this matter can be
settled. If you have any questions, pls call_me.

b6

b7C

>)7 Mh

eS



 

 

   
ee D4P01G @ @

TO: BNPO11(BNMAIL) DATE: 1998-05-24
TIME: 11:31

 

 

ce:

SUBJECT: | | VISIT TO DEPUTY DIRECTOR BRYANT b6
PRIORITY: R b7c
ATTACHMENTS : b7D

Date: 05/24/1998 11:31 am (Sunday)
From: b6

 

To: LEGAT BONN a b7C
cc: _SSTURM b7D

Subject:| | VISIT TO DEPUTY DIRECTOR
 

BRYANT 5/20/98

Lert! REF "BLUE SHEET" 5/19 WITH TALKING POINTS FOR THE ABOVE
b6:
b7C

~ [RAISED TWO ITEMS WE NEED TO FOLLOW UP ON:

‘1, WANTS COPY OF COURT RECORDS (PUBLIC DOCUMENTS) RE A CRIMINAL CASE
' AGAINST MRS. MARY SUE HUBBARD - CASE IS 6, 7 YEARS OLD (FRAUD MATTER)

RECOLLECTED THAT THE CASE WAS HANDLED BY WFO WCC SQUAD. be
c

2. WANTS INFORMA’ATION AND COURT DOCUMENTS RE A POLITICAL ASYLUM CASE
RE: ( AS I READ THE NAME FROM HAND WRITTEN
NOTE HANDLED IN FLORIDA.

[ avisep[~__]r0

 

     

 

 

   

CHECK WITH YOU IN BONN FOR BACKGROUND ON THE ABOVE. bé ~
b7C

PROMISED[_—SCSCSC*di PO: OBTAIN THE DOCUMENTS HE REQUESTED FOR
BOTH CASES DURING THE 5/20 VISIT. PLEASE ADVISE ANY BACKGROUND INFO
YOU MAY HAVE ON THESE.

[_| tF you NEED A COPY OF THE REFERENCED BLUE SHEET, I WILL SECURE b6
FAX SAME TO LEGAT ON TUSDAY AFTER THE HOLIDAY. HAVE A NICE MEMORIAL bIC
DAY.
 

   

b6

b7C

Bygsc-py-i2772z
wn mee

SEARCHED INDEXED
SERIALIZED FILED a

MAY 2:6 199% -

Li

i i
 

 

 
    



 

05/27/98 @ List Summary Response @ UNIO50MK
07:12:31
Type X, x, or / to view Full Response, then press Enter.

Name: HUBBARD, MARY, SUE
M/R : R Case ID: HQ 190-26345 Serial: 4

Race: U Sex: U DOB/Event: ID Info:

Misc: Entry Date: 08/01/1980 Class Level: SN

Name: HUBBARD, MARY, SUE

M/R : R Case ID: HQ 190-27089 Serial: 6
Race: U Sex: U DOB/Event: ID Info:
Misc: Entry Date: 04/10/1981 Class Level: SN

Name: HUBBARD, MARY, SUE

M/R : R Case ID: HQ 190-48790 Serial: 2-ENCLP1
Race: U Sex: U DOB/Event: ID Info:
Misc: Entry Date: 01/28/1986 Class Level: SN

Command 1 1 > cece cece cece cece eee e eee e cece eseeeeeesCece een eeeeee eeeeee F

Fl=Help F3=Exit F4=Prompt F7=Bkwd F8=Fwd F12=Cancel

 



 

End of Data 6 @
» 05/27/98 List Summary Response UNIO50MK
07:12:38

Type X, x, or / to view Full Response, then press Enter.

Name: HUBBARD, MARY, SUE

M/R : R Case ID: HQ 190-54439 Serial: 1

Race: U Sex: F DOB/Event: ID Info:

Misc: Entry Date: 10/24/1986 Class Level: SN

Name: HUBBARD, MARY, SUE / .

M/R : R Case ID: RH 190-0 Serial: 199;
Race: U Sex: U DOB/Event: ID Info:©

Misc: Entry Date: 07/15/1981 Class Level: SN

ComMANnd 2 2 > Lecce cc ccc cc cee cece eee eee eee eee eee eee esses eenseee eee eee +

Fl=Help F3=Exit F4=Prompt F7=Bkwd F12=Cancel

 



 

05/27/98

07:12:18
Type X, x,

Name:

M/R :
Race:

Misc:

Name:

M/R
Race:

Misc:

Name:

M/R :
Race:

Misc:

Command .

@ List Summary Response @ UNIO50MK

or / to view Full Response, then press Enter.

HUBBARD, MARY, SUE

R Case ID: HQ 47-56689 Serial: 324X9-P9

U Sex: U DOB/Event: ID Info:
VIO-FORGERY OF A UNITED STA Entry Date: 03/06/1979 Class Level:

HUBBARD, MARY, SUE
: R Case ID: HQ 64-175-235 Serial: 111

U Sex: U DOB/Event: ID Info:—
AD2-SUSSEX Entry Date: 10/09/1969 Class Level:

HUBBARD, MARY, SUE

R Case ID: HQ 64-175-235 Serial: 111

U Sex: U DOB/Event: ID Info:
AD2-SUSSEX SPO/LAFAYETTE RO Entry Date: 10/09/1969 Class Level:

PF eee reece ewe weer cree eee e reece ese ee eres eee esse eer sseesseseees

Fl=Help F3=Exit F4=Prompt F7=Bkwd F8=Fwd F12=Cancel

SN

SN

 



 

- 05/21/98
07:12:04

® List Summary Response @ UNIO50MK

Type X, x, or / to view Full Response, then press Enter.

Name:

M/R

Name:

M/R

Name:

M/R :
Race:

Misc:

Command .

HUBBARD, MARY, SUE
: M Case ID: HQ 47-56689 Serial:

Race:

Misc:

W Sex: F DOB/Event: 06/17/1931 ID Info:

VIO-CONSPIRACY VIO-AIDING A Entry Date: 10/20/1978 Class Level: SN

HUBBARD, MARY, SUE
: M Case ID: NY 92-A4564 Serial: 4199 P2 4212

Race:

Misc:

U Sex: U DOB/Event: 06/17/1931 “ID Info:SOC 456-48-5525
TEL/ (213) 650-8712 Entry Date: 01/26/1981 Class Level: SN

HUBBARD, MARY, SUE

M Case ID: NY 174-1804 Serial: 285 P2;
W Sex: F DOB/Event: 06/17/1931 ID Info:
HT/5'6",WT/104 LBS,BLUE EYE Entry Date: 11/02/1978 Class Level: SN

o > eee eee eee eee eee ee Hee eee e eee eee eee ee eeeee e@oeoeeevnerpoe eo eo eoeee +

Fl=Help F3=Exit F4=Prompt F8=Fwd Fl2=Cancel

 



 

. 05/27/98 © List Summary Response @ UNIO50MK
07:12:23
Type X, x, or / to view Full Response, then press Enter.

Name: HUBBARD, MARY, SUE
M/R : R Case ID: RH 66-A2666 Serial: 264;

Race: U Sex: U DOB/Event: ID Info:

Misc: Entry Date: 08/07/1979 Class Level: SN

Name: HUBBARD, MARY, SUE

M/R : R Case ID: SU 66F-A2019 Serial: 186;
Race: U Sex: U DOB/Event: ID Info:—

Misc: Entry Date: 04/19/1992 Class Level: SN

Name: HUBBARD, MARY, SUE

M/R : R Case ID: NY77-0 Serial: SZ 443;

Race: U Sex: U DOB/Event: ID Info:

Misc: Entry Date: 02/04/1981 Class Level: SN

Command 2 1 > Lecce ccc ccc cc ce cece were ee eee eee ee eee e ee eee eee eee seer eeeees +

Fl=Help F3=Exit F4=Prompt F7=Bkwd F8=Fwd F12=Cancel

 



 

05/27/98 6 List Summary Response @ UNI050MK
07:12:14
Type X, x, or / to view Full Response, then press Enter.

Name: HUBBARD, MARY, SUE
M/R : M Case ID: NY 47-11947 Serial: 45;
Race: U Sex: U DOB/Event: ID Info:

Misc: Entry Date: 05/08/1979 Class Level: SN

Name: HUBBARD, MARY, SUE

M/R : M Case ID: NY 190-1-H Serial: 37;
Race: U Sex: U DOB/Event: ID Info:

Misc: CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY Entry Date: 07/22/1981 Class Level: SN

Name: HUBBARD, MARY, SUE

M/R : M Case ID: SU 197-3 Serial:
Race: U Sex: U DOB/Event: ID Info:

Misc: Entry Date: 04/19/1992 Class Level: SN

Command 2. > cece cece ccc cc ccc cccccccceccsevvcevees wee e cece cece cece eeses +

Fl=Help F3=Exit F4=Prompt F7=Bkwd F8=Fwd F12=Cancel

 



 

+ 05/27/98 © List Summary Response ® UNIO50MK
07:12:27
Type X, x, or / to view Full Response, then press Enter.

Name: HUBBARD, MARY, SUE
M/R : R Case ID: NY 174-1804 Serial: 256;
Race: U Sex: U DOB/Event: ID Info:
Misc: Entry Date: 09/11/1978 Class Level: SN

Name: HUBBARD, MARY, SUE
M/R : R Case ID: Br 190-13 Serial: 7;
Race: U Sex: U DOB/Event: ID Info:—
Misc: BUAIRTELS Entry Date: 09/11/1990 Class Level: SN

Name: HUBBARD, MARY, SUE

M/R : R Case ID: HQ 190-23882 Serial: 5X1;5X
Race: U Sex: U DOB/Event: ID Info:
Misc: Entry Date: 05/01/1980 Class Level: SN

Command 2. > Leceec cece cece cece cece eect cece ee eeeeeeeeesSee cence ee ecese +

Fl=Help F3=Exit F4=Prompt F7=Bkwd F8=Fwd F12=Cancel

  



 

 

TO: - TRU BI@py1a/D4Po1c @ DATE: 06/09/98 b6
   

 

 

TIME: 9:05 AM ° #b7C
cc: b7D

SUBJECT: |visit & info request
PRIORITY: R
ATTACHMENTS:

Hif b6
In case you want to review the|__] previous request re the Church of S., bic

which I mentioned yesterday, its on ACS: 163E-BN-12608. b7D
Bonn

1,3 4-80 -[27 %2-

    



 

vo:L_ -s rRU2 Bn@A/p4P01¢ © DATE: 07/07/98 b6
TIME: 9:41 AM b7c

cc:
b7D

suBgEcT:[sdist, follow-up question
PRIORITY: R
ATTACHMENTS:

Hit bé
Welcome back - how was y ip? b7C

I'm just following up on request for traces on those two 
individuals, possibly connected with the Church of Scientology. When can we
expect a response, as they have asked again? Please let us know. Vielen
Dank!  

   

/63a-8N~/27°2-10

*

ig ed  



 

vo:|sds IRUL HPENLA/D4PO1G é DATE: 07/17/98

 

   

ce:

SUBJECT:
PRIORITY: R
ATTACHMENTS:

Hi  

TIME: 3:26 PM

visit in May, follow-up

 

  We haven't heard from you regarding the traces wanted on

those two individuals. Would you please give us an status check. Muchas

Garcias...er..vielen Dank!

® watt

 

 

   

/634-BN-/2772-4

L.
 

 

JUL 27 1998

LEGAL ATTACHE- BONN
   

SEARCHED INDEXED
SERIALIZED FILED ny

’ /

  FRANKFURT (SUBOFFICE) |   

b6

b7c

b7D

be

b7C¢

 



 

. Y

To: IRs{___———_—sd|W FRR@MA/D4PO1G © DATE: 08/18/98 6
e . TIME: 12:54 pM BIC

cc: b7D

suBJEcT:[___]vp TRACE REQUEST FROM MAY
PRIORITY: R
ATTACHMENTS:

 

   
 

  
Please provide the results or status re trace request from

his visit last May.  

Thanks,
 

   
Frankfurt Sub-Office

Vw

je | /G3¢ Ad—- /Z792-]2
~  



 

TO: ms{___]rrrajgya/papore @ DATE: 09/23/98
» TIME: 2:41 PM

ce:
SUBJEcT: | lviszrr TO HQ LAST MAY
PRIORITY: R
ATTACHMENTS :

 

PLEASE ADVISE IF THE IRB HAS OR WILL PROVIDE A RESPONSE FOR[____——_—=«dRETRACES HE REQUESTED ON TWO INDIVIDUALS DURING HIS VISIT.
THANKS,
 

  
 

b6é

b7¢

b7D

 



 

FROM: D4P01G

 

   

TO: FRPO11(FRMAIL)

ces:

SUBJECT:
PRIORITY:
ATTACHMEN

Re: HI
R

TS:

 

   

b6

b7C

DATE: 1998-09-23
TIME: 10:02

Dates

From:
To:

Subject:

10:02 am (Wednesday)

LEGAT FRANKFURT

Re: HI
 

  

 

>>>_LG-SNADS.FRPO11.FRMAIL 09/23 2:43 PM >>>
HI

oF

___|HANDLED THIS IN JULY. I WILL HAVE HER CALL YOU
TO RESOLVETHIS. |

PLEASE ADVISE IF THE IRB HAS OR WILL PROVIDE A RESPONSE FoR[|

 
RE

TRACES HE REQUESTED ON TWO INDIVIDUALS DURING HIS VISIT.

THANKS,
 

   

 

 

  Easide
 

 

[6 3c -bo 127731
SEARCHED
SERIALIZED

INDEXED.
FILED

 

 

 

‘

SEP 24 1998

   LEGAL ATTACHE - BONN
FRANKFURT (SUBGFFICE) | J

  



 

 

@.FROM: D4P01G ®@ © ere   

TO: FRPO11 (FRMAIL) DATE: 1998-09-30
TIME: 16:08

CC: |

 

  SUBJECT: Message for ALAT
PRIORITY: R
ATTACHMENTS : ;

 

Date: 09/30/1998 04:08 pm (Wednesday)
 

 

 

 

From: |
To: _LEGA RANKFURT

cc:

Subject: Message for ALAT
 

With regard your request for Capitol and White House tours during the
period 10/5-6/98, I received a call from our contact person this
afternoon. The White House tour has been secured for Tuesday, 10/6 at
7:30 am, and he was still waiting for a call back from his contact re
the Capitol tour. I will have the details concerning both tours
tomorrow and will forward the information to you upon my receipt of
same.

wae \

Re our telephone conversation last Friday pertaining to the package of
information on Mary Sue Hubbard/Church of Scientology - I've received
approval for its dissemination to a foreign government and it will be
sent to your office via FedEx tomorrow. I will send you an e-mail
message once the package has been delivered to FBIHQ mailroom. I
apologize for the delay in getting this to you.

If you need anything else, please let me know.

Thank ue -

|63-GN -/2792- Ip  



 a
2

«Lf you need anything ee: please let me know. ®

Thank_you - ,

td .b7c

 

 



 

4 (12g1/1995) @ @

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: IMMEDIATE Date: 10/19/1998
 

  
. b6

\ To: Berlin Attn: ALAT bic
 

From: Criminal Investigative

IOB/IRS/International Relations Unit I. Rm 7458
Contact: Liaison Analyst 202-324-2397

Z)

Approved By: ea

Drafted By: WA

Case ID #: 163E-BN-12608 (Pending)¥|

 

   
 

   

Title: GERMAN FILE REQUEST REGARDING

CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY;
FPC - BF&IR

Synopsis: Providing Legat Berlin with background information

‘ , pronseuninstheChurchofScientology to be provided to the[| b7D

Reference: 163E-BN-12608 Serial 2

 

Enclosure(s): Enclosed for Legat Berlin are photocopies of FBI

Letterhead Memoranda and newspaper articles concerning the Church
of Scientology, Lafayette Ron Hubbard, Mary Sue Hubbard, et al.
This information is being forwarded to Legat Berlin via Federal
Express. .

Details: Pursuant to the request of Legat Berlin in the above

referenced communication, the International Relations Unit (IRU)
I contacted the Executive Agencies Dissemination Unit (EADU),
Information Resources Division. The EADU was able to provide the
enclosed documents, which they believe should address the six
issues outlined in Legat Berlin's EC, dated 4/7/97.

IRU I regrets the delay in responding to Legat
Berlin's request.

L3-Od - 2792-17
 

 

SEARCHED INDEXED
SERIALIZED FILED

OCT 26 1998
   

LEGAL ATTACHE - BONN .   FRANKFURT (SUBOFFICE)|cow
 

   



 

To: Berlin Frog
Re: 163E-BN-12608, 10/19/1998

LEAD (s):

Set Lead 1:

BONN

AT BERLIN, GERMANY

Please hringthecontenteaaf

attention of ALAT
   

$4

Criminal Investigative

this communication to the
b6

b7Cc

 



 

 

/ :/ DECLASSIFIED BY NWEICG/a3ses4sTaC
eG ON O8-19-2015

x\

CONFIDENTIAL

TAUNUS 037/98

October 30, 1998

Zu Hd. : ABT. I

Betr. : - CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY (COS)

Bezug: visit or[____———_—ifro our b6
HEADQUARTERS IN MAY 1998 bic

In response tol—S——s K@qtesé during his visit,

and to your previous request for information on COS, the attached

is provided. This is the extent of information we will be able

to provide, but it will answer many of your questions.

This information is for your internal use and may not

be further disseminated outside your organization without our

express permission.

 

   - Addressee
b7D

1/- Frankfurt (63C-BN-12792) —]%
1 - Berlin (Frankfurt Out)

ta

ADMIN: BERLIN CASE CH!

  

 

  

co AL

 

b7D

  TGS;  
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UNITED FATES DEPARTMENT OF JUS’ .E

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

January 17, 1975

«ty
“ wee

SCIENTOLOGY
* Po

*

”

Records of the Los Angeles Division of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation disclosed the following
information concerning Scientology or the Church of

Scientology: |).

There have been numerous inquiries, from citizens
to the Federal Bureau of Investigation concerning Scientology.

Many of the citizens requested information concerning the
organization inasmuch as their relatives have become
associated with the organization. ther individuals :
volunteered information, pamphlets published by Scientology
and cther data which they had collected. UL

Records of the United States Coast Guard, Long
Beach, Celifornia, onMay-2, 1973, disclosed that the Churcn
of Scientology currently had four boats registered in its
name at that facility. \W.  Telephone directories of the Los Angeles, Calir-
ornia, area disclosed numerous telephones listed to the
Church of Scientology and its branches and local organizations.

The following article entitled "Scientology,"
undated, which: contains information concerning that
organization, weS+furnished to.the FBI by a concerned
citizen who desired to furnish the information. That
article is as follows: >

a
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SCIENTOLOGY a

"rite" magazine, issue of November 15, 1968

contains an article on Scientology and states, "A growing

,
e

scult reaches dangerously into the mind." WL

A publication entitled "Reality" dated May, 1959,

self-described as the-official publication of Dianetics

Jan te .
veces.ang Scientology in California and the western United 8

The founder is listed as L. RON HUBBARD. On page 3 of this

publication itstates, "In the hands of the intelligent,

Scientolog by altering human energy, has Auplicated answd 3 + cS Cc

o c
t “y 0 >miracle of yesteryear in healing. But it is far mor

a science of healing. By it and vy it alone could be

“determinedthe quality of those who govern man. By

, Scientology one can know and predict his fellows, he can .

heal and secure the future of his children, he can evaluate

tomorrow and learn to rule today...Ina few hours Scientoicey

e
e
d
e
n

et
al
e
w
ea
m

“y can make the lame walk, the blind see." A

mos 1RON HUBBARD has been associated with a number

.of organizations having their neadouarters in Washinzvon,

D.C. Amons tnose organizations are the Hubbard Association
we

a

International, Hubbard Dianetic Researchx ®
E
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Poundation, and Academy of Scientology. His organizations

- allegedly advance a new method of curing mental illness

»

Known as Dianetics. WW

. The April eh, 1952, issue of the Wrimes Herald”

newspaper, Washington, D.C., revealed that HUBPA RD 5 wife,

charged in a divorce suit that he was "hopelessly snsane"

and subjected her to "schentific torture experiments."

According to the article, compatent medical advisors recommenced

HUBBARD be committied to a private sanitarium for psychiatric

observation and tyeatment ve mental ailment known as

In late {1962 investigators of the U.S. Food and

“paranoidé-schizophrenia."  
Drug Administration executed a search warrant on the head-

quarters of L. ROW HUBBARD in Washington, D.C. - The warrant

was based on allefetions that certain books and publications
> 

authored by HUBBARD and his associates made false and

fraudulent claims for certain cures. “He was also allegedly

manufacturing and selling a "wonder machine” which the

Pood and Drug Administration also claimed had deenmisrepresented.

At that time HUBBARD was in England and no arrests were made. A
ioswete

On February 20, 1950, one Dr. L. RON. HUBBARD, JR.

came to Michigan City, Indiana, and rented a suite of rooms
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* +

in theSpaulding Hotel. He represented himself as a doctor’ *

of Dianetics and Scientology. HUBBARD ’claimed he was

superior to psychiatrists and conld audit. people's minds,

taking them back to the time they were intheir mother's

womb. For a series of fivevisits, Dr. HUBBARD charged

$500. In spite ‘of’the fee HUBBARD was obtaining patients

and Going a good business much to the consternation of the

local medical society who believed he was a fraud.WO

On approximately March 20, 1960, Dr. HUBBARD was

joined by a woman named Mrs. NINA WEST, a co-~practitioner

of Dr... HUBBARD. WEST did not represent nerself as a doctor

but claimed proficiency in the auditing of people's minds.

She indicated she. was from England and had a ten year old

daughter in a-private school in England. A ray dey +

According to articles appearing in Los Angeles

newspapers in April of 1951 HUBBARD was accused of kid-~

naping his wife by force and imprisoning their 13 month

old daughter. A .

The Founding Church of Seséhtology isself-
described as follows:

The Founding Church of Scientology is a legally

constituted Church, domiciled in the District of Columbia. UA
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It has branches in other states, and has many

correspondents and memoers of its sister religious fellow-

ship in all parts of the world.\W-

-The Church of Scientology is dedicated to the

freedom of the Spirit. The entpirety of the activities;of

the Church of Scientology are gedicated to this end, to ’

the freeing of the Spirit of Man.

Scientology believes that the Spirit of Man is

—
edon himself, not his body.WO

Scientology believes that the Spirit of Man can

o
y
.

e saved fron the burden of past sins, by the counseling

WKnd aiding of the Spirit.ed
)

Ovr ends are purely spiritual, not secular. A

_By the means of Scientology, we.beldeve, Man.can

be made free-and pure, free of the taint of vast sins and

AN
 
free to do good to himself and his fellows.

Scientology believes in religious freedom as

guaranteed by the Constitution of the United States of America. UW

Scientology will extend thé-hand of.friendship |

to all who are believers in Man as a Spirit. W-

Seientology is a deadly enemy of secular teachings

as stated by such latter day philosophers as Marx and others

of that ilk. VO
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Scientology believes that the United States

of America and the World as a wnole requires religious

freedom to Survive, UN

The following is a statement by the Founding

Church of Scientology dated January5, 1963, concerning + ,

the seizure ‘of property oy the Food and Drug Administration,

U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare: \\ ,

, “The. seizure of the property and records of

our religious organization, the Founding Church of ScHen-

tology, at the instigation or the Food and Drug Adminils-

ration ef the U.S. Department of Health, Education ana

Welfare, is a shocking example of government bureaucracy

gone mad. WN -

RngSRA ght te wahatte+
It ‘is a direct and frightening attack upon Fyne

Constitutional rights of freedom of religion, freedom] of press, and freedom of speech. WO

Without any prior warning, or opportunity for

officials of the Church to appear in Court for a hearing,
dente 2 ee <

wr rey emer a atta

a larse force cf United States Nersnals entered Church
o

-

premises and seized property and pamphlets used in the

religious work of the church. \} .  
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“"" Mere is no criticism of the Court which issued

the seizure warrant, because jt-is not-apparent from the

warrant that the Court was advised by the government

Gepartment that the premises and propertyof a church were

to be entenedwand seized. Nor is 1% clear that the United

States Attorney's office was advised by the Department officials

that a church owned or possessed the property and literature

that was seizea .V\

More than two months ago, the Food and Drug

Administration interfered with the Gelivery of the Church

and its affiliated organizations of the imported scientific

instruments which are used in connection with certain phases

of the Church's religious activities. Protest was made

with the. Baltimore office of the Food and Drug Administration,

and ample evidence was submitted showing shatthe Getention

of the property was in violation of the iavw and the Con-

stitution of the United States. But up to this time the

- Church and its attorney have received no administrative
7h

‘ruling, which, could be. appealed eithér within the Department

‘of: Health, Education, and Welfare, or to the Courts. A

Instead, there has been 2 subsequent seizure of

property, without notice or prior Court hearing for the  
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Church, such as might have ccecurred under Stalin or

Khruschev in Russia. LA .

If the legitimate work and activities of one

religious organization can be ruthlessly attacked and

violated by one branch of the United States Government,

no other religious organization is safe from similar or

like illegal intrusion and attack.

raised is:

government which

and religious organizations?" A

There is

was issued to indL

it should have be

were pending and

that the District

“Are we

Tne question directly

in America today living under a Godless

intends ultimately to destroy all religions

> nothing in the so-called warrant that

cate that che Court was informed... as

v ive proceedingsPho... Chat civil administrat

nad not been decided. The facts are

Orfice of the Food and Drug Administra- 
tion in Chicago had previously ruled against the seizure

or Getention of property such as was seized by request

of the same government agency in Washington on January 4th.

And previously another government agency, tne Customs

Bureau, had made

conflict wit

a definite ruling that is in direct

h the basic contention of the Food and Drug

Administration on which its seizure of the Church's property

was founded." \}\Ss  
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” "The Auditor", monthly journal of! Scientology :
:

“contains an advertisement for the Mark V E-~Meter which

reads as follows: AY

"Phe Hubbard Mark Vv E-Neter (Elec rometer) is.

a unique electronic achievement perfected by L. RON HUBBARD:

NN.

"The E-Meter is used to disclose truth to the

individual who is being processed and thus free him

spiritually.

"Phe mark V E~Metér is an extremely valuable and

vital auditing tool which eath student on the Road to Clear

must own.

"Buy your Mark V E-Meter and learn how to use it

as an essential part of your academy training at yourstragiaas

nearest local Organization. Prepare for the Saint Hill

Special Briefing Course now.

"Price for your Mark V B-Meter, in its fine mahogeny

case and complete with full instructions on its care and

maintenance, is $149.00." ~

The following is a statement by L. RON HUBSARD,

Founder, Church of Scientology, dated January 6, 1963:

"Poward the end of August '62 TI offered President

KENNEDY my assistance and the help of Scientology in

~ ~_

~9-  
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narrowing the gap in the space race.

"Myice in recent years the White House has

specifically requested from us a presentation of Sclentolozy

to see what it could do to help the general effort. We

responded with a mass-of -Anformation.

"As Sciéntology can raise men's ability through

the Church's processing procedures it could be of benefit

in improving American scientists in their work on technical

problens. However, as Scientology fell in the realm of the

spirit and refused to consider Man an animal sprung from

mud, the help was not accepted.

"In August when KENNEDY had been President awhile

I thought it only ‘courteous to make the gesture again. TIT

did not realize that there were léssér Officials of the

government who were evidently imbued with ideasof religious

persecution.

"T would greatly like to have a conference with

Mr. KENNEDY on this subject?+, I am sure we could come to

“some amicable understanding on religious matters. Extreme

measures such as attacking churches and burning philoso-

phical texts are not going to solve anything. ‘It puts

’ America no further ahead in the space race. Religion should

-10~  
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not be“A factor in these matters.

"If Scientology can make smarter scientists I

don't think we should forego this national. victory just ~

because of some point of religious difference. If we can

make better pilots and astronauts without injuring their

faith, I don't see why we can't forego the idea that Man

is an animal for a bit. “The matter should not rise to the

heights of religious persecution. Religious bigotry has

no place in national victory.. Unless -we do something to

give American an edge over her enemies she will continue

to be bled white by the tax collectors to support some

stupid and costly science. If by making smarter scientists

(and we have many cases that say we ean) we can save America

money and give -her.-victory...Religious persecution should

not be used to keep us from doing it. "However, if President KENNEDY did grant me
:

an audience to discuss this matter that is so embarrassing

to the government at home and abroad, I would have to have

some guarantee. of safely..of,,,person. _

"As all of my books have been seized for burnings,

it looks as though I will have to get busy and write another

book."

L. RON HUBBARD

-li-  
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+,.botentially disastrous techniques it so casually makes use

7 - ooet fee Ot .
iE dp Nate, thn another Scientologist. in training, who uses an "E-meter," %

The "Life" magazine article mentioned abéve -

cientology:

.. "Among believers, Scientology andj its Founder

are.beyond frivolous question: Scientology is the Truth;

oyit is the path to “a civilization without insanity, without
.

criminals dnd without war..." and "for the first time in

all ages there is something that.. delivers the answers

to the eternal questionsand delivers immortality as well."

"So much of a credo might be regarded as harmless-- -

practically indistinguishable from any number of minority

schemes for the improvement of Man. But Scientology is

scary~-because of its size and growth, and because of the

* : 5 ATE
of.. To attain the Truth, a Scientologist surrenders himself ‘

to "auditing," a crude form of psychoanalysis. In the best

medical circumstances this is a delicate procedure, but in

Scientology it is undertaken by an ‘auditor" who is simply

a

Ave,

hae?
which resemcoles a lie detector. A government report, made 9"*"

to the parliament of the state of Victoria in Australia three

years ago, called Scientology "the world's larcest :

organization of unqualified versons engaged in the practice

of dangerous techniques which masquerade as mental therapy."

- —
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The following article regarding two members

of the Church of Scientology appeared‘in the November

25, 1969 issue of the "Los Angeles Times"
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Common Meembers of
“Pair jin Scienstolog Sect

r

BY DIALronceRSON *3
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ij Y : and JERRY COMEN
. 8 ot Times Start Vaiters

“Police Savestigating the weird

4 gaying“es OF & youth and young

.¢ womsn pursued ‘Monday what they

“termed the only cammon thread >

‘ petween the pair: {heir memoership

: jn the Church of Scientology t

“ The Scientology organization—a |
* mystical, quasi-scientific group—
i verified <hat Doreen Gaul, 19, and
i James Sharp, 15, were members of

: the group,
“4 "Weare shocked and bereaved. by
>this sudden and brutal crime,” as
i Scientolozy spokesman s2
{ ‘The deaths brought to "43 the |
j number »»af seemingly motiveless
murders in Los Angeles since the
first of the year, As in the Tate case
and other siijlunsolved killings, the
yourders of Miss Gaul and Sharp
were crimes of shocking rutality.
Miss Gaul had been strip;ned

except jor a string of Indian beads
| Both had been repeatedly stabbed
J and beaten about the face and head.

s

.

e
e

! ‘Their eyes were slashed. ,
i They had bean murdered else-
whereand their bodies dumyed in

lan alley a halfinile from a hippie
“ike cult comraune which Miss Gaul
had Jef Frid

: Scientaiesy session wi young

e ¥ otise ed we es ete
[ Sharp. :¢ . . ge Neeges

avhich would’ involve
_p blood and this much noise—without

vening for 2..

.Patice were coscontratinye,ontwo

aspects of the mystery: whereihe
* couple had gone Saturday night and
where the crime occurred,

“ "Its difficult to sec nowa crime of
this sort could be commiited—one

this much

someone noticing it,“+ said” Capt. °
+ Frank L. Brittedl.

He said it could have peen the
work of a gang—because of the ,
excessive numberof blows rained on
‘the victims. Police talked to scares
‘of people in the Alvarado-Westiake
district where the victims lived.
Many were fellow Scientologists. .
“These two peaple could have both

i belonged to the Meat Cutters Union,
ar the church down the street,” said .

».Brittch, “Put the only thing they
have in commonis Scientology. This .

$s the only Uiread we have soyjar.”
Scientology had its Leginniags in

the: Dyanetics fadbegun:in 1930 by :
science fiction wrier L. Ron1tan-

‘bard, who now-runs what he calls
worldwide church. :

In Las Angeles, Scientology nis
‘four "church" and administrative
buildings and a number of commun-

“ab living quarters in old Victorian
: mansions on side streets in the
neighborhoods ”near MacArthur, ‘
arK, é

"Auditors" who, offer “narishi¢n-
ers” of Scientoloxy. a mystica) vers

any

! sion of psychiological therapy have
been ordered hy the U.S. Food, and ;
Drug Admizisiration to stop using |
crude| formof lie cetector culied She
Scientology E-ncizra SSIVENONE

~
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“auaaied

Pd
ver ie

ter with two tin’ cans_saly newsinenin St Danis”
‘ Miss Gaul, the eldest'

~ At was learned’ that Miss “four children, was gra:
. Gaul had’said that Sharp,‘duated in the spring f.
. who came Neré from Mis. 1908 from a parochial high,
"sourlast June,was going sshool in Albany, ”yee’
«10 raudit’ her’ Friday a. oe ey oye, a il sh‘night. "Auditing" is a term Friends said that until she

applied to theprocess of became-cevoted to Scicn- ,
zachieving a “clearsslate,of tology after “graduation,|
. soul. ; rit the attractive young wo-

. Dbovintims livedabout man had been a devout |

.a blockaparl. Sharpdived oman Catholic. 7E
vawith an older Scientology Her father told a news-
“worker‘in an old but well Man in Albany that she+
kept three-story apart- had “apparently become:
ment building at 924 s. disenchanted with Scien-* .,

Bonnie Brae St. Miss Gaul tology iin recent weeks. .

 

1”
awa

*

chad Jivedfour daysat a 14-
sroom comntune ‘called
*-Phetan Manor at 1052 S:
«Bonnie - Brae... (Operating ’
"'Thetan,ia the language ‘of
“Scientology, means reach-
sing the advanced level’ of, :
“singy in the cult.) »
ty Sharp was the son‘of a
“prosperous salesman lin!

_iing-in-the upper middie}
. class suburb of Crestwocd,’

. fsouthwest of St. Louis. He
Hefthigh school in. Jun
;with his father's -permis-
*sion,: to study Scientolesy
“here.- to wt:
“THe wes a very, very’
“‘Sateingentvoy,".theTne,

-. said Mond.y. wee

 

L Nonna t
1) $2723 W. Temple St, issu

” Garb.Described * .u a'statement saying insant!:
" eghe was 2 good kid, puts.w.P"This organization has :
an émotional kid,“he said. «no facts or information,.
"She was alwaays looking = / * regarding the clreumstan-‘for green grass ane rain-"| . ces of the, crime, but we -
bows... 0 7 es 4D ke are ‘doing’ everything in

our power {o ‘assist Jaw

a
e
s

*

ae

” «Miss Gaul was wcaring ant!
t Skirt and blouse or swea- . enforecement agencies to":
“ter when she Jeft Thetan 2 that justice is done." |,
Manor_togo: ta Shite:| 6i" oe“Police sid therewas no”$ E. NiiKe hownpson,at apparent connection be-

———s ce ows H tween the Jatest. deaths”
resident at the commune,§‘ and il others, including |

remembered her 1o0KS: 3 “the “five Tate minrders,
("She was outa sight," hewhich have remained ae

solved in Los Angeles’.
Shortly before midnight, } Countysince January. '

aman taking a short cut} Other seemingly motive. ”
‘throughan alley petween Iess crimes jucluded the
- Arapahos’St! and Magno- | Geaths of aa wealthy grocer
‘dia Ave., south of Lith St, and his wife in the Los
sSound the Bedies, They-> Feliz distzict and the slay-
“were so badly vatiereil ing of ‘Tout young women *-

ee
ispolice at* first believed 1separate crhnes. .
; them the victims of shot-—e—oee

  

Agun blasts, _ a
ii Preliminary. reports ine .
: dicated Miss Gaul had no
“ been raped. “wre
ts Police said Scientology
- officials coopersied whh |...
“them, in their investias- |
“tion, The Rev. Natalie
Fisher, who descriles her.
“self as yesident agent of -
Seqientalosy’s American
seniOrganization at

7.a 

nae 
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The "Los Angeles Times,

| @ 8

issue of October 10,

1970, Part I, Page 23, contains the following article

ee

K oe =
axSecientologist :

oF ‘Fear’ Af

Scientology:

ells

friespnere
McMaster Accuses Hubbard of Fostering
Spiritual Tyranny Within Organization

BY JOUN DART
Times Retigion Writer

One vear 330 an articu-
late but soft-spoken man
named John McMaster
was extolling the virtues
-Of Scientoiogy and L. Ron
Hubbard, the founder of
the worlwide, quasi
Scientilic “religion..

Appearing on television
"talk shows and giving Jec-
tures as Hubbard's perso-
nal representative, Mc-
Master was eminentiv
qualified. He was the first
person to acnieve Sciento-
logy's state of "clear,"
which purportedly gives a
person full control of his
mental processes.

Now McMaster describes
the Church of Scientology
and other organizations
run by Hubbard ws enghg-
ing in "spiritual tyranny."
"Ron was aiwavs busv

Setting everybody looking
beyond ine mulberry busn
for a nonenistent enemy."
said MeMaster jn a recent
interview.
oem oe ee es ae

we
we
ns

_ Discipline Gronp

The 43-year-old South
African was in Los An-
geles for the first time
since he resigned Jast
Norember from Scientolo-

s Sea Organization.
scientology was an out-
growth of 2 book, "Diane-
Ties," published in 1950
and written by Hubbard, a
onetime science - fiction
writer and Hollywood
screenwriter,
For more than a decade,

working from a yacht in
the Mediterranean, Hub-
bard has elaborated on
psychoanalytic techniques
with the "E-meter," simi-
‘ar to a lie detector, and
the courses offering "the
road to total freadem."
The Scientology organi-

zations have had run-ins
with the Feod and Drug

a
n
e

 Adininisteaion and inter
ee

a

yon tee an

nal revenue Service in
thi$ country and with
some government agen-
cies in other countries.
However, Scientalogy offi-
cials claim that they have
been falsely misrepresent-
ed by some disenchanted
followers, government of- ,
ficials and the news me- ;
dia,

LondonSuburb

World headquartersjsin
a London suburb, but ai
Jarge following exists in
theUnited States, particu-
larly in Los Angeles
where the American Saint
MM Organization, 2723 W.
Tempie St. represents the
only advance-course cen-
ter for Scientology‘in this
country,

i)MoeMaster said he re-
signed because of ‘unne-
Cessary-‘harshness.dn..vhe,
organization "that ‘Kent
people in a kind of eleciro-
nic jitter.” He ssid he also
opposed his reassignment
from a_ public relations:

saseoe © 
*

mission to (he United N3-
tions to service aboard one
arthe Sea Organization's

sever] yachts,
McMaster, sui con

| vinced of the value of
Scientology's teachings
and analytic techniques,

“recenUy + gave seme ler
i tures In Phoenix and ihe
Los Angeles area on be-
half of aDianolegy orzani-
vation in Westvcod ran
by Jack Homer, 2nother
ex-Scioniologisi.
Lecture sponsors in

Phoenix, MeMaster sid,
were told by Seientolo-
gists that %a differest spire
it was occupying the body
of John McMaster,” Me-
Master said he had heard
that explanation used be 
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fore in Scientology to ex-’
plain the changed atti-

tudcs of some persons.

A spokesman from the

en

tation, hut these attempts

Church of Scientology, were Uswarted,” ald the

2005 W. Oth St. denied spokesman. A (clegram

that the church has said
that of McMaster.
Regarding the circum-

stances of McMuster's re-
signation, the spokesman
said reports kad been
made by Scientologists
last year that McMaster
was “holding the founcer
in contempt in public,”
was becoming money-mo-
tivated and wes accused of
conduct unbecoming a mi-
nister of the church. * °
"We started making ev-

ery attempt to get him to
undergo spiritual rehabili-

was sent recallihg Me-

tual counseling, but no re-
ply was made, said the of-

ficial. '
Later Expelled

“At that point hefieft and
went jnto hiding and ten-
dered his reslmation, but
not through proper aus
tharities,” suid thd spokes-

truyal of trust® agd other
nets, he was later expelled

 

v
e ose Me Pye, boty sare

Master for rest ard spiri- -

. -——

: from the church, the
spokesman said.
« —MeMaster Jeft New York

, byfreighter to his home in

i Durban, South Africa, but

+ only after expressing the
hope for some rapproche-

ment with Hubbard.

While in Durbun Me-

Master said he was ap-

+ ."proached by Scientologists
who offered to give him

1 some "Class A auditing

(interviewing)” free of

1 charge. “I accepted it as a

peace offering but } asked

my mother to come with

» me." said McMaster.
“ft wasn't auditing. It

e .

was a security check—,

mant-ForwMeMasthr'sstheem they were trying to find
some crime I'd conmmit-
ted," McMaster said.

i ‘Closed Book’
“At this slage. they left

me and I realized that
Scientology was a closed

. book for me,” he said.
MeMaster said he has

not denounced the tech-
niqves of Dianetics and
Scientology “and never
will.” But the organization
in churge has “built a

structure and called it
God," he said.

-16-
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MeMaster In February,
1966 became the ‘first of
thousands’ to achieve
"elear™ status,

If MeMaster disagreed
with the practices in

Scientology, why didn’: he

quit sooner? “I felt that 2s

long as I could get out and
deliver the sane truth, this
would show that all whis
ethics stuff (internal sq
curity) was perfectly un
necessary," he said. “!
didn’t work,” he said.
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- . 'Dianetics, the Modern Science of Mental Health",

by L. .RON HUBBARD, a handbook of dianetic therapy, published:

in June 1950 by Hermitage House, New York, New York,

contains the following synopsis concerning dianetics,

the basis of Scientology:

‘ ree
warepson § af

cowie ewe on * > ome : os

".
o

L creation of dianctics is a milestone for Man

“~comparable to his discovery of fire and superior to his inventions of’
the wheel and arch.
_Dianctics (Gr., dianona—thought) |is the science of mind. Far sini-

wee ek pler than physics or chemistry,3it conipares with them in the exaci-
‘ ness ofits axioms and if on’scohsiderably Higher echelon of uscful-

ness. The hidden source of all psycho-somatic ills and human
aberration has been discovered and skills have been developed for
thetr invariable cure.

Disnetics is actully a family of sciences embracing the various
humanities and translating them into usefully precise definitions.
The present volume deals with Individual Dianctics and is a hand-
book,containing the necessary skills both for the handling of inter-

a

i
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i
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}

i
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i

H~ he ates wer fe

}

|
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|

|
sen oe personal relations and the treatment of the mind. With the tech- i:

Wine ae eee okarge = 3. 7 FetS . . . ; .a : niquespresented in this handbook the psychiatrist, psycho-analyst °
and intelligent layman can successfully and invariably treat all
psycho-somatic ills and inorganic aberrations. More importantly, the

skis offered in this handbook will produce the dianctic clear,

optimumindividual with intelligence considerably greater than the
current normal, or the dianetic release, an individual who has been

freed from his major anxicties or inesses. The release can be done
in less than twenty hours of work and is a state superior to any pro-
duced byseveral years of psycho-analysis, since the release will not
relapse,
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Dianctics~is an exact science and its application is on the order
of, but simpler than, engineering. lts axioms should not be con- .
fused with theories since they demonstrably exist. as natural Jaws
hitherto undiscovered, Man has known many pordons of dianctics
in the past thousands of years, but the data was not evaluated for
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_ importance, was not organized into 2 body,of precise knowledge. I:

. addition to things known, if not evaluated, dianctics includes ;

large number of new discoveries of its own about thought and th

mind. -

: - - ~ The axioms may be found on the end sheets ofthis volume, Ur.

- _ + Gerstood and applicd, they embrace the ficld of human endeave

and thought and yield precision results.
The fist contribution of dianctics is the discovery that the prot

lems of thought and mental function can be resolved within dh ’

bounds of thefinite universe, which is to say chat all data needful &

the solution of mental action and Man's endeavor can be measured

sensed and experienced as scientific truths independent‘of -mysti

. cism or metaphysics. The varjous axioms gr¢ MOL assumptions

. “theories—the case of past ideas about the mind—but are laws whid

~ can be subjected to the most vigorous laboratory and clinical tests

wee ne » __The first law of dianetics is a staterient ofthe dynamic principl:

of existence.
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THE DYNAMIC PRINCIPLE OF EXISTENCE IS: SURVIVE!

> No behavior or activity has becn found to exist without this pri

ciple. It is not new thatlife is surviving. It is newthatlife has as ie

entire dynamic urge only survival.

** Survival is divided into four dynamics. Survival can be under

“Hood to lic in any one of the dynamics and by faulty logic can bs

explained in terms of any one dynamic. A man can be said 40 sur .

vive for self alone and by this all behavior can be formulated. He

can be said to survive for sex alone and by sex aloneall behavio:

can be formulated. He can be said to survive for the group only o!

for Mankind only and in either of these the entire endeavor and

behavior of the individual can be equated and explained. These are

four equations of survival, cach one apparently unc. However, ths

entire problem of the purpose of Man cannotbe resolved,uniess one

bas admits all four dynamics in cach individual. So equattd, the be

havior of the individual can be estimated with precision. ‘These weg mes
dynamics then embrace the activity of one or many mea. .

. DYNAMIC ONE: The urge of the individual to reach the high

est potential of survival in terms of self and his immediat
symbiotes. ‘
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DYNAMIC TWO: The urge of the individa:! to reach the high-

est potcntial of survival in terms of sex, the uct und the creation of

children and their rearing.

DYNAMIC THREE: The urge of the individual to reach the

highest potential of survival in verms of the group, whether civil,

litical, or racial, and the symbiotes of what group.

DYNAMIC FOUR: The urge of the individual to reach the

highest potcntial of survival in terms of Mankind aid thé symbiotcs

of Mankind.

=

-
_—s- rd
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Thus motivated, the individuak or -asocicty secks survival and no

human activity of any kind has other basis: experiment, investiga-

tion and Jong testing demonstrated that the unaberrated individual,

the clear, was motivated in his actions an

dynamics and not onc alone.

d decisions by all the above

The clear, the goal of dianctic therapy, can be created from psy-

chotic, neurotic, deranged, criminal.or normal people if they have

organically sound nervous systems. He.demonstrates the basic nature

of Mankind and thar basic nature has been founll uniformly and

invariably to be good. That is now an established scientific fact, not
wpe tee -

an opinion. ” :

The clear has attained a stable state on’a very| igh plane. He js

persistent and vigorous and pursucs life with enthusiasm and satis-

faction. He is motivated by the four dynamics as ghove. He has at-

tained the full power and use of hitherto hidden pbilitics.

The inhibition of one or more dynamics in an fndividual causes

an aberrated condition, tends toward mental derangement and

psycho-somauic illness and causes the individual t¢ make irrational

conclusions and act, still.in.an,effort,tosurvive, in destructive ways.

Dianetic technique deletes, without drugs, hypnotism, surgery,

shock or other artificial means, the blocks fromfthese various dy-

namics. The removal of these blocks permits thd frec flow of the

various dysiamics and, of course, results in a heigltened persistency

in life and a much higher intelligence.
 

w
e

The precision of dianctics makes it possible to impede or release

these dynamics at will with invariable results.

The hidden source of all inorganic mental disturbance and

psycho-somatic illness was one of the discoveries of dianctics. This

source had beent unknown and unsuspected, though vigorously

sought, for thousands 6f years. That the‘discovered source is the
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source requires less laboratory proof than would have been nece,

_ sary to have proven the correctness of William Harvey's discover

 

of the circulation of the bload, ‘The proof dues not depend upon,

Jaboratory test with complicated apparatus but can be made in ar

group of men by any intelligent individual. ™ .

The source of aberrationhas been found-to"be a hitherto“vnsu.

pected subanind which, complete with its own recordings, underlic

what man understands to be his “conscious” mind, The concept ¢

the unconscious mind is replaced in dianctics by the discovery tha

the “unconsciousmind isthe only mind whichis akuays consciou:

In dianctics this sub-mind is called the reactive mind. A holdove:

from ancarlier step in Man's cvolution, the yeaclive mind possesse

vigor and command power on a cellular Jevel. It docs not “reiein

ber"; it records und uses, the,recordings only to produce action, ]

does not “think”; it selects recordings and impinges them upon thé

“conscious” mind and the body without the knowledge or consen:

of.the individual. The-only-information the individual has of suck

action is his occasional perception that he is not acting rationalh

about one thing or another and cannot understand why. There i:

no Censor. .

The reactive mind operates exclusively on physical pain ant

painful emotion. It is not capable of diflerentiative thought but ack

on the stimulus-response basis. This is the principle on which thi

animal mind functions. It docs not receive its recordings as mem

oryor, expericnce but onlyas forces to be reactivated. It receives it

recordings as cellular engrams when the “conscious” mind is “uo

conscious.” ;

In a drugged state, when anaesthetized as in an operation, whet

rendered “unconscious” byinjury or illness, the individual yet he

his reactive mind in full operation. He may not be “aware” of what

has taken place, but, as dianetics has discovered and can prove

everything which happened to him in the interval of “unconscious

ness” was fully and completely recorded. This information is un

appraised by his conscious mind, neither evaluated nor reasoned. J:

can, at anyfuture date, becomereactivated by similar circumstance

observed by“die awake And‘conscious individual. When any sud.

recording, an engram, becomes reactivated, it has command powcr

It shuts down the conscious mind to greater or lesser degree, take

over the motor controls of the body and causes behavior and actiot

~ 8
“
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ty which the conscious mind, the individual himself, would never

consent, He is, nevertheless, handed dike a inarioncic ‘by Nis
a

cngrams.

The antagonistic forces, of the exterior environment thus ecome

“entered into the individual himself without the knowledge or con. .

sent of the individual. And. there they create an interior world of

force which exerts itself not only against he exterior wotld but
apainst the individual himself, Aberration is caused by what has

heen done fo not done by the individual.

Man has unwittingly lowg aided thereactive mind by supposing
that a person, when “unconscious” from drugs, illness, injury or
anaesthetic, had no recording ability. This permits an enormous
amount of data to enter into the reactive bank since nonehave been
carcful to maintain silence ayound ‘an “uiconscious” person. The
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™ juvention of language and the entranceof Janguage into the engram
, bank ofthe ‘reactive: mind seriously coroplicates the mechanistic re .
actions. The engrams containing language impinge themselves upon :
the conscious mind as commands. Engrams then contain command :
value much higher than any in the exterior world. Thoughtis di-
rected and motivated by the irrational engrams. Thought processes
are disturbed not only by these engrami¢ commands but also by
the fact that the reactive mind reduces, by regencrating unconscious-
hess, the actual ability to think. Few people possess, because of this,
“More than 10% of their potential awareness.

The entire physical pain and painful emotion of a lifetime,
whether the individual “knowsabout it or not, is contained, re- ‘
corded, in the engram bank. Nothing is forgotten. And all physical
pain and painful emotion, no matter howthe individual may think
he has handled it, is capable of re-inflicting itself upon him from
this hidden level, unless that pain is removed by dianetic therapy.
The engram and only the engram causes aberration and psycho-
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somatic illness.

Dianctic therapy may be briefly stated. Dianetics deletes all th i
Pain froma lifetime. When this pain is erased in the engram bank J
and refiled as memory and experience in the memory “banks, an, .
aberrations and psycho-somatic ilnesses vanish, the dynamics are fi
entirely rehabilitated and the physical and mental being regenerate. j
Dianctics Icaves an individual full memory but without pain. Ex- i
haustive tests have demonstrated chat hidden pain is not a necessity :

. CSee ee ee oo ‘ow :
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-butis invariably and always a liability to thehealth, skill, happing

and survival potential of the individual, It has no survival value.
The method whichis used to refile pain is another discovery. Ma;

hasunknewingly possessed another process of remembering of whid
he has not been cognizant. Here and there a few have’known abou
it and used it without realizing what they did or that they di¢ ’

something which Man as a whole did not knowcould be done. Thi
process is refurning. Wide awake and without drugs an individua
can relurn to anyperiod of his entire life providing his passagei,
not blocked by engrams. Dianctics developed techniques for circum
venting these blocks and reducing them from the status of Power
ful Unknown to useful memory. ~~
Thetechnique of therapyis_done in what-is.called a dianctic

reverie. The individual undergoing this process sits or lies In a qui:
room accompanicd by a friend or professional therapist who acts a
auditor:The auditor dircets-the attention of the patient to the pz
tient's self and then begins to place the paticrit in various periods
of the patient's life merely by tclling him to go there rather thar
remember. ~

All therapy is done, not by remembering or associating, but by
travel on the lime track. Every human being has a time track. \t
begins with life and it ends with death. It is a sequence of event
complete from portal to portal as recorded.
“Whe conscious mind, in dianetics, is called by the somewhat more

precise term of analytical mind. The analytical mind consists of the
“Y" (the center of awareness), all computational ability of the indi-
vidual, and the standard memory banks which are filled with al!
past perceptions ‘of the individual, awake or normally aslecp (all
material which is not engramic). No data are missing from these
standard banks, all are there, barring physical organic defects, in
full motion, color, sound, tactile, smell and all other senses. The “J”
may not be able to reach his standard banks because of reactive datz
which bar portions of the standard banks from the view of “I.”
Cleared, “I” is able to reach all moments of his lifetime without
exertion or discomfort and perccive all he has ever sensed, recalling
them in full motion, color, sound, tone and other senses. The con
pleteness and profusion of data in the standard banks is a discovery
of dianctics, and the significance of such recalls is yet another dis
covery. ‘
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- ‘The auditor directs the travel of “I” along-the paticnt’s ime

track. The patient kuows everything which is taking place, is in full

_— control of himself, andis able to bring himself to the presentwhen:
wot ~ ever he likes. No hypnotisni or other meanstire used. Man may not

have knownhe could do diis but it is simple.

The auditor, with precision methods, recovers data from the car:
Hiest."“unconscious” woments of the paticnt’s life, such “uncon-
sciousness" being understood to be caused by shock or pain, not
mere unawareness. The patient thus contacts the cellular Jevel en-
grams. Returned to them and progressed through them bythe audi-

7 “ tor, the patient re-expdricnecs these moments a few times, when
they are then crased and. rcfiled automaucally-as-standard memory.
So far as the auditor aijd the patient can discover, the entire inci-

dent has now vanished}an@ docs not exist. If they searched care:
fully in the standard’ BAUKS they would find it again but refiled as
“Once aberrative, do nok permit as such into computer.” Late areas
of “unconsciousness” are impenetrable until carly ones are crascd.
The amountof discomfort experienced by the patient is minor.

He is repelied mainly by engramic commands which variously dic-
tate emovion and reactipn. . .

In a release, the casq is not progressed to the point of complete
recall. In a cleer, full emoryexists throughout the lifetime, with

the additional bonus’that hehas photographicrecall in color, mo-
* tion, sound, cic, as well as optimum computational ability.

The psycho-somatic i}Inesses of the release are reduced,ordinarily,
to a level where theyjdo not thereafter trouble him. In a clear,
psychosomatic Niness has become non-existent and will not return

. since its actual source is nuilified permanently.
The dianetic release is comparable to a current normal or above.

The dianetic clear is to a current norma} individual as the current
normal is to the severely insane.

Dianctics“clucidates various problems with its many discoveries,
its axioms;itsorganization and its technique. In the progressof its
developmentmany astonishing dara were ubrise upon it, for when

. one deals with natural laws and measurable actualitics which pro-
duce specific and invariable results, one mnist accept what Nature

: holds, not what is pleasing or dysired, When one deals with facts
rather than theories and wares for the first time upon the mecha-
Misms of humanaction several things confound him, much as the
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7 - *fluterings of the heart did Harvey or the actions”of yeasts di

* Pasteur, The blood did not circulate because. Harvey said it coul .

ner yet because he said it did. Jt circulated and had been circuls

ine for cons: Harvey was clever and observant enough to find. i:

. _ cand diis Wits much the case with Pasteur and otber explorers of

hitherto unknown or unconfymed. In dianctics the fact chat th

analyticn.mind, was inherently perfect and remained suucturali

capable of restoration to full operation was not the least of th

data found. That man was good, as established by exacting rescarc}

wus no great surprise, but that an unaberratcd individual was vigor °

ouslyrépelicd by evil and yet gained enormous strength was aston

ishing since aberration had bécn so long incorrecuy supposed to b

the root of strength and ambition according‘to Authorities since th

_ time’of Plato. That a wan ContFiied a meclidinisin Which recorda

. agith diabolical accuracy when the man was observably and by 2!

we=presumable tests “uncongciqus”, was newsworthy and surprising. Te

the Jayman the relationship of prenatallife to mental function ha

4 
not entirely been disregarded since for centuries beyond count peo \ .

wa oe . wy Sa artes '
ple were concerned with “prenatal influcnce. Yo the psychiatris

. the psychologist and psycho-analyst, prenatal memory had long beer .

an acceptedfact since “memorics of the womb” were agreed to infle: :

ence the adult mind. But the prenatal aspect of the mind came =

an entire surprise to dianctics, an unwanted and at the time uz

welcome observation. Despite existing belicfs—which are not sciet

tific facts—that the foetus had memory, the psychiatrist and othe

ty oe speryrorkers, believed. as well chat memory could not exist in 2 humai

mo, being until myelin sheathing was formed around the nerves. Thi

was as confusing tq dianctics as it was to psychiatry. After mud

- work over some years the exact influence prenatal life had on th:

Jater mind wasestablished by dianetics with accuracy. There will &

those who; uninformed, will say that dianctics “accepts and believe

in” prenatal memory. Completelyaside fromthe fact that an exac

science docs not“believe” but establishes and proves facts, dianctic

emphatically does not believe in “prenatal memory.” Dianctics hat .

xaihy to invade cytology and biology and form many conclusions byre .

Bas . search; it had to locate and establish both the reactive mind and de ary

sas hidden engram banks never before known before it came upo: °

“prenatal” problems. lt had been discovered that the engram 1
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‘anding was probably done on the cellular level, that the cngram
bank was Contained in the cells. Ie was then discovered that the cells,

. . reproducing from one generation to the next, within the organism,
SLTapparently carried with them their own memory banks, ‘The cells

° we the first cchelon of structure, the basic buiiding blocks. They :
built the analytical mind. Chey operate, as the whip, the feactive

* aun. Where one has human cells, one has potential cngrams. Hu-
man ccs begin with the zygote, proceed in development with the
embryo, become the foetus and finally the infant. Each stage of this
nrowth is capableof reaction. Each stage in the growth of the col-
onyof cells finds themfull¥’cells, capable of recording engram>. In

- ~T +" dhmetics “prenatal memory” is not considered since thestuncard
bunks which will someday-serve- the. compteted aniulyzer in une in-

~ fant, child and man are not themselves complete. There is neither
woe ee “memory” or “experience” before the nerves are sheathed a5 far as

+ .diniictic therapy is “concerned.” But disnetic therapy is concerned
with engrams, not memories, with recordings, not experience, and “ y
wherever there are humancells, engranis are demonstrabiy possible
and, when physical pain was present, engrams can be demonstrated
to have been created. The engramis a recording like the ripples in ‘the groove of a phonograph record: it is a complete recording of
everything which occurred during the period of pain. Dianetics can
lagute, withits techniques, any engramwhich uke cells have hidden,
and in therapy the patient will often discover himself to be upon
the prenatal cellular time track. There he will locate-engrams and

“hegoes there only because engrams exist there. Birth is an engram
- and is recovered by dianetics as a recording, not as a memory. By’ -return and the Cellular extension of the time wack, zygote pain

storage can be andis recovered. It is not memory. It impinged upon ‘the analytical mind and it obstructed the standard banks where
memoryis stored. This is a very great difference from prenatal mem-
ory. Dianetics recovers prenatal engrams and finds themresponsible
for much aberration and discovers that anylonging for the wombisRot present in any patient but that cngrams sometimes dictate a ,return to it, as in some regressive psychoses which then attempt to }remake the body into a foctus.-. ‘ ne : [> ”This matter of prenatal life is discussed here at length in this. >S¥Nopsis to give the reader a perspective onthe subject. We are deal- :
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ing here with an exact science, precision axioms and new skillso,application. By them we gain a command over aberration ancPsycho-somatic ills and with them we take an evolutionary step irthe development of Man which places him yet another stage abovehis distant cousins of the animal kingdom.on e
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. _SATELE:E/p-gee BY:

- HUBBARD ASSOCIATION OF SCIENTOLOGISTS INTERNATIONAL
. Also Known: As: “‘Hubbard>Dianetios,Research Foundation

» 1 . > .by where af Al oxi Viney" OF SATdel yb roles wn “
Inresponse to your name che,Sic“Yequest,; you art / GAS,

advised that although the captignad organizdtion has xét been
ithe subject of an ‘investigationcondusted by the. FBI our -:
lfiles reveal the following information’ concerning the .- .
captioned organization and its founder,”“Lafayette, Ron Hubbard.

“ Tes gt rash :
ie 7
wae

. i Jae RON ikSohard was the founder And president of the
tbbard. Dianokia “REbeatch Foundation (HDRF), which was
incorporated in Now Jarsey during April, 1950.
Wiss cds wah Agtert lees Ce fe h Oe eae Parers Je her Fetesvey * “re , vee ° r s x4. The Dacenber 5, 1959, issue of "Took" maganuine

; contained an article ‘entitled "Dianetics - Sotence ox Hoax?" >
. wWhech reflocted that Tl. “Ron ‘Hubbard was an‘obscitre writer of /
oseudescientific pulnp™fiction.pric: to the publishing of his,
hook entitled "Dianetics." Hubbard's book asserts that "the / ~-
creution of aif netics is‘a vailestone for man comparabla to Poss,
his discovery of: fire‘and muperior to his"“Laventions of the
wheel and «the arch. thevintelligent Layman can successfully
and invariably treat abl.psychdsonatic ilis and inorganic
aberxations," according to-Hubbard. wanesse psychosomatic .
i1L1s, unifornly cured by dianetic ther Dv, anclude .such varied
maladies éas eye broubia, bursitis, ulcers, some heart difficulties,
migxaine headaches and the common cold." According to the a
article, Hubbard's book has "outraged scores of psychiatrists,”
biochemists, psychologists, physicians ani just-plaain-orainary
scientists, who look upon the astounding claims and the aqrowing
commercial: success of thi3 Serange new phenomenon with awe, me ”y .

‘fear and | deepdissusSt...Eubbard's greatest attraction to, the.
troubled is thatt his ersata peeyeniatry is available tq all. «
It's cheap... It's accessible. It's a public festival to be ;
Playedvat clubs and parties." :

-
ae .

-* Duxing March, 1951, the Board of Medical Examiners, °
State of New Jersey, had a case agaainat the HDRF scheduled for
wxdal onthe “groundsthatthe organization was conducting a ‘
school, teaching a branch cf medicine and surgery, without a
00 aeerannascnaries we ceomene 4

 



 

ap owe perhaps noteworthy that Hubbard@ stated that while he was in

. ‘
@:*    

iubbard Association of Scientologists International

*

: In 1951, the HDRF established national headquartersat Wichita, Kansas, .and sponsored the Allied Scientists of theWorld, which organization had as its avowed purpose "to constructand stock-a library...in an atomic proof area where the cultureand technology of the United States could be stored in a stateof use by-science and preserve it in case of attack.

The April 24, 1951, issue of the “Times Herald,"Washington, D.C., reflected that Hubbard's wife charged in adivorce suit that “competent medical aavisors recommended thatHubbard be-committed to a private sanitarium for psychiatricobservation and treatment of a mental ailment known as paranoidschizophrenia." MrS: Hubbard claimed he was "hopelessly insane."

Allegedly during 1952, Hubbard formed the HubbardAssociation of Scientologists, an Arizona corporation, andreverted "“dianetics" back to its original name, "scientology."Thereafter, offices were opened in New Jersey and London, England.he

During the early part of 1956, HDRF, Silver Spring,Maryland, ‘was circulating a pamphlet entitled "Brain-Washing,A Synthesis of the Russian Textbook on Psychopolitics." Accordingto the book, psychopolitics is the “art and science of assertingand maintaining dominion over the thoughts and loyalties ofindividuals, officers, bureaus, and Masses, and the effectingo£ the conquest of enemy nations through 'mental health.'”

In January, 1963, the Food and Drug Administrationdirected a raid against the Academy of Scientology in "Washington, DB.C., in which machines used by the Academy inthe practice of scientology were seized. It was allecethat these machines, known as “Hubbard Electrometers,were falsely advertized as being effective in treatingvarious types of illnesses.

a

S
U
N

In the past, Hubbard has corresponaed with thisBureau and Department of Justice on several occasions forvarious reasons, including complaints about his wife and ahoutyalleged communists. In one lengthy letter in May, 1951, it ie:-

his apartment on February 23, 1951, about two or three o'clockin the morning, his apartment was entered. He was knockee out.A needle was thrust into his heart to preduce a coronary
~ .
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thrombosis and he was given an electric shock. He said hirecollection of this incident was now very blurred, that hehad no witnesses and that the Only other persen who. had a keyto the apartmentwas his wife.
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. ol. Los Angeles, California
In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

- "December 10, 1986

LAFAYETTE RON HUBBARD

Po elas Thane
A review of the records of the FEDERAL BUREAU OF

INVESTIGATION (FBI), Los Angeles, California, reveals the
following information: . "

LAFAYETTE RON HUBBARD was born on March 13, 1911 in
Tilden, Nebraska, and died in Creston, California, on January 24,
1986. HUBBARD's cause of death was determined, by his personal
physician, to have been the result of a stroke.

”
+

‘HUBBARD was a science fiction writer, who gained some
notoriety in the late 1940's for authoring various novels. In
1950, he wrote "Dianetics: The Modern Science of Mental Health."
Through Dianetics, HUBBARD claimed "IQs could be raised, sight
corrected, the common cold cured." Dianetics evolved into .
Scientology with the first church founded in Washington, D.c., in
1954. SCIENTOLOGY has grown into an organization, self-described
as being world-wide, encompassing four to five million adherents.

During the initial formulation of the CHURCH OF
SCIENTOLOGY, L. RON HUBBARD took an active role in the
formulation™of doctrine and the operation of the organization.
In the early 1970's, HUBBARD transferred most of the
responsibility for the every day operation of SCIENTO
U.S. to hi j =wi

W
D

 
nh August 15,

L978, MARY SUE HUBBARD,| as well as
eight other SCIENTOLOGY officials were indicted by a FEDERAL
GRAND JURY in Washington, D.C. on charges of Theft of Government
Property, Conspiracy and Obstruction of Justice. L. RON HUBBARD
was named as an unindicted co-conspirator. All individuals
indicted weresubsequently tried, convicted, and sentenced to
‘périsds of four*to five years incarceration. Judicial
Proceedings were appealed to the UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT,
which upheld.all convictions.

 

 

HUBBARD, during this period of Criminal Adjudication, as
well as during the intervening seven years, had become a recluse.”
He did not grant any interviews nor did he appear in public at

b6

-b7C

  



b7Cc

LAFAYETTE RON HUBBARD

any function during this period. His continued association with

Dianetics and SCIENTOLOGY is unknown; however, the day of his

death,| _ |} was
in attendance at the remote ranch that HUBBARD was living.

Mr. DON A. HINES, Chief Deputy Coroner, San Luis Obispo
County, California, has advised that he investigated the death of

LAFAYETTE HUBBARD. He indicated he was notified of HUBBARD's
Geath by that indivi 's on

January 25, 1986. Jindicated that HUBBARD had died the
previous evening at his ranch in remote San Luis Obispo County,

California, of a stroke, and that the family intended to cremate
the body the next day. Initial investigation by the SAN LUIS
OBISPO SHERIFF'S OFFICE personnel did not disclose anything
suspicious at the death scene; however, HUBBARD's lawyer, who was
present, provided a Last Will and Testament, which was dated ;
January 23, 1986. In order to eliminate any doubts as to cause
of death; the SAN LOUIS OBISPO CORONER'S OFFICE decided to

.perform an autopsy on the body.

[_]indicated that when HUBBARD's body arrived at
the funeral home the next day for the autopsy, Attorneys[____—d

representing the HUBBARD family,
 

presented to the coroner a Certificate of Religious Belief, as
set forth in U.S. Government Code $S27491.43.

This document stated that based on religious beliefs,
the undersigned, L. RON HUBBARD, objects to any postmortem
anatomical dissections as this would violate* religious
convictions. This document was executed on January 20, 1986 and
witnessed..

stated that based on the presentation of the
Certificate of Religious Belief and the lack of any evidence of
foul play, the autopsy was canceled. He did indicate that blood
samples were obtained and various toxicological tests performed
with negative results. HUBBARD's fingerprints were obtained,
were compared to those previously on file at the FBI, Washington,
D.C., with a determination made that the fingerprints provided
were identical to those of LAFAYETTE RON HUBBARD.”
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U.S. Depariment of Justice

Federal Bureau of Investigation

 

 wae Albuquerque, New Mexico
In Reply, Please Refer to June 1, 1989

File No, . .

CHURCH OF SPIRITUAL TECHNOLOGY (CSE);;
DOMESTIC SECURITY/TERRORISM —

CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY

On April 15, 1987, AQ T-1, Bureau of Land:‘Management
(BLM), stated that he was ‘currently investigating a complaint
against captioned group in that they had built a road across BIM
land in the remote area of San Miguel County off State Road 65
approximately half way between Las Vegas and Tucumcari, New
Mexico. AQ T-1 advised that the complaint had been received by
another BIM employee.

AQ T-1 stated that on April 14, 1987, he along with two
other BLM employees traveled in a marked BLM law enforcement
vehicle to the area of the trespass in San Miguel County. He
stated that they found a very well maintained dirt road which
took them to a campsite operated by captioned individuals. At
this site they were met by an individual by the name of

who identified himself as| pf the
CST. AQ T-1 stated that the BIM official told| that the
road built by his group was trespassing on BLM land.
readily admitted that his group had built their excess on the BLM
land. .

 

 

AQ T-1 described the camp as having several large U.S.
Army type tents ;}*mobEiVetrailersr and storage shacks. These
dwellings were surrounded by a four strad barbwire fence. He
also observed three (3) five hundred gallon tanks and a Chevron
diesel fuel tank which probably held 1000 gallons. In the center
of the camp was_located a helicopter landing pad with windsock.
He noted that[_—came out of a small trailer located to a
very old rock house. AQ T-1 noticed approximately ten (10)
vehicles at the camp, most which were new and appeared to be
rental vehicles from Alamo Car Rental.

2W

told AQ T-1 and the other two BIM officials that
his group ‘was"arilling“a“valilt“in a nearby mountain site as a
"gocument storage facility". He stated that the group’s road is
eeePeeaed trespassing-on BLM land near the vault site.

stated that the job employs twenty (20) men a day and is
costing $10,000 a day. AQ T-1 stated that when he asked to

: i
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CHURCHOF SPIRITUAL TECHNOLOGY (CST);
DOMESTIC SECURITY/TERRORISM — .
CHORCH OF SCIENTOLOGY °

photograph the area from the side of the vault, [___]became
extremely nervous and informed the BLM officials that they would
have to have an escort anytime they were in the area. AQ T-1
stated.that from where the vault is being built the entire area
is visible and no one would be able to come to the site without .
being observed. ed :

wasdescribed as a white male, 30 years of age,
5/11" tall, light complexion, dark hair, and was wearing blue
jeans. He drove a new maroon Jeep, apparently rented from Alamo
Car Rental and bearing New Mexico license JHR178. AQ T-1 advised
he also obseryed a Spanish male who drove up in a four wheel
drive Suzuki,jred in color, with no license plate, but appeared
to be brand new. The driver was wearing a camouflage jacket,
baseball cap, |and blue jeans. Also present was a former BLM
employee, who had just been hired the last couple of

survey work for the group. Also present was a
described only as a white male. AQ T-1 advised

at no weapors were observed at this time.

   

   

   

 

 

On of the BIM officials told AQ T-1 that he thought some
of the licensd plates on the vehicles had been changed from the
last time he was at the site. He believed that some of the
vehicles had previously borne Colorado plates and now had New

ww’Mexico: phates jon them. AQ T-1 was able to obtain several license
plate numbers loff the vehicles. ’

. On April 16, 1987, representativesof the BLM and New
Mexico State Holice (NMSP) met with Federal Bureau of
investigation !(FBI) officials at Albuquerque, New Mexico, and
requested FBI assistance to determine if the captioned group
would be a possible threat to BLM employees, New Mexico law
enforcement officers, or any citizens who might unknowningly come
across the CST site.

 
4+" ""By communication dated May 7, 1987, the Los Angeles

Division of the FBI advised by communication that investigation
on April 21, 1987, determined the address of 5299 Fountain
Avenue, No. 285, is a non-existent location with respect to Suite
or Room No. 285. In this regard the numeric address is the
location of the Masas Cleaners, Oriental Rug Repair and Dry
Cleaning Laundry, telephone number (213) 466-7873. The business
was one of a number of businesses,. the rest of which were vacant
at the Fountain location and there was no second story to the
building.

wos,
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CHURCH OF SPIRITUAL TECHNOLOGY (ST);
DOMESTIC SECURITY/TERRORISM —
CHORCH OF SCIENTOLOGY

The address 4391 Sunset Boulevard was the business
location of a privatemail box company known as Post-Tel Centers,
FeLepione number (213) 660-6245.

According to records of the Pacific Bell Telephones?" .
Company, telephone number| jwas an unlisted b6
telephone number ., b7c

yen

 

On April 30, 1987. the California Denartment of Motor 

   athat Gate of birth (DOB)
 

individ as |. b6
The County Clerk’s Office had an bic

Pyesenates

provided an address of la a
revious fec 2, of

FBI geles

nossesses California driver’s license number

is described as a male, 58" tall, 160 pounds, b6
Drown eyes, and brown hain. Effective Jniv 28, 1986, b7C

  

  
 

 

  

 
indices were negative regarding information identifiable with the -
CST or captioned individuals.

On May 6, 1987, AQ T-3, NMSP, advised that he had
checked with the County Assessor’ s Office and the County Clerk’s
Office at San Miguel County Courthouse which covers the area in
question. The

ees at

 

 
”  By communication dated May 5, 1987, FBI Headquarters

advised that a check of indices were searched with no records Pe
found regarding captioned individuals except for aL__ b6

and several b7c

 

[who had assisted the FBI in a case in 1977
entries for the name|

By communication dated May 6, 1987;"theSacramento- re nels,
Division of the FBI obtained certified copies of articles of
incorporation, amendments, and statements by non-profit
corporation for the CST. "A review of the documents*revealed that
the CST was associated with the Church of Scientology | (cos)
founded by L. RON HUBBARD.

By communication dated May 14, 1987, Los Angeles
Division of the FBI advised that an investigation at San..- ws.
Bernardino, California, had aetermined that 314 West 5th ‘Street
is a Secretarial Service providing "mail drop" service for  



 .
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CHORCH OF SPIRITUAL TECHNOLOGY (CST); .
DOMESTIC SECURITY/TERRORISM - ‘

.. CHORCH OF SCTENTOLOGY : ,

numerous clients. Investigation revealed that[
described as a white male, gray hair, 5’8" tall, 55-60 years of
age, medium to slim build, clean shaven with fair complexion, and
a British accent, entered into a mai -eement with the
Secretarial Services on May 4, 1987. advised the
Secretarial Service that the following individualswere___
authorized to pick up mail-for the cs?:

and
| |} ‘the address for CST was listed as 4391 Sunset

oulevard, suite 291, Los Angeles, California, telephone number
(213) 669-8465.

 

 

The Albuquerque Division was able to obtain descriptive
data through the California Department of Motor Vehicles’ for
 

 
 

  [who was listed as-a recipient for mail for
CST.

By communication dated July 14, 1987, the Los Angeles
Division of the FBI furnished the attached background information
regarding the Cos.

On August 26, 1988, AQ T-4 advised that a resident of
northern New Mexico had recentlytihad: somevdifficulty with cSt
inasmuch as they had the telephone company which covers this
rural area to run telephone lines across his property to service
their establishment without obtaining the proper easements. AQ
T-4 advised that this resident had obtained the legal services of
an attorney in his dispute with the CST. Two-of the CST
representatives met with the_land owner and it was determined
that these individuals were who identified himself
a_thel of CSTWith an adoress of

telépnone numoer

  

 
    
 

 at
. OLdv™the two representatives a e would

_ make no commitments until he discussed this matter in detail with’
his attorney.

AQ T-4 stated thatL____laavisea that CST personnel had
recently observed aircraft! flying over the CST property and that
they had determined that*these-aircraft belonged to
environmentalists. AQ T-4 thought it strange that CST was able
to identify aircraft until he remembered thatl land
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CHURCH OF SPIRITUAL TECHNOLOGY (CST); o
DOMESTIC SECURITY/TERRORISM - . ,
CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY

works for the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) at the Las
Vegas, New Mexico, airport. AQ T-4 advised that CST has required
expenses of up to $4,000,000 in building:a "vault" in the side of
a rock mountainnonutheir property and have requested at least 600
amps of power from the local power utility and at least 20
privatelines from the telephone company. AQ T-4 advised that he
has heard small °arms fire coming from the CST property on
occasion.

AQ T-3 advised that CST presently owns 400,095 acres in
San Miguel County of northern, New Mexico and, according to the
County Assessor’s Office, paid] $484,316 for the property.

On August 26, 1988, as part of the lease cooperation
request this information was furnished to NMSP.

By communication dated November 3,.1988, the FBI
Headquarters advised that a check of indices was negative for

 

    
  

 

By communication dated February 24, 1989, the_Oklahoma
cuey Division of the FBI adviged they had interviewed

on February 23, 1989, at the Office ofBhsCay
Aviation‘ SecurityDivis} ma City. stated

  

  
  

  

 

he is not familiar with however, he is acquainted
with stated he has known for
over one year. | sees he is not affiliated with the
Cc ever, he does know ir compound in New Mexico.

| stated he did provide | with al il number
information and has done so about six times. stated
that this was when he was stationed at the_Las Vegas Flight
Service Center at Las Vegas, New Mexico. stated

 «would bring him tail numbers and would ask him to provide him
“with the names of persons registered to the_tail numbers. In

* saddition, “stated he also provided[______—sdwith one set
 

  
 

of micro-fiche consisting of approximately 20 cards in the set.
C1cis not receive any money or any type of ion
or the information or the micro-fiche provided of

also denied the fact that he was actively recruited by
and other members of the CST and only provided this

information in order to keep coming to their office. At
this point in the interview, began to change his story
in that would bring him a description of an aircraft to
include tTné type of aircr olor. Based on this
descriptive information,| would then determine the tail
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CHURCH OF SPIRITUAL TECHNOLOGY (CST)
DOMESTIC SECURITY/TERRORISM - -
CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY

number for the particular aircraft and then would provide him
with who the registered owner is.

By communication dated March 6, 1989, the Dallas
Division of the FBI advised that information had been received

+ regarding a company who had been contracted to install telephone
lines at a site near a village in northern New Mexico named
Trementina, New Mexico, located at the base of a mountain on
Highway 104. Upon reaching the village, the members of the
telephone crew were instructed by the customer to install the
telephone lines (six in all) one mile from the actual site and
that none of the crew would be allowed any closer. The telephone
crew refused this request stating that this was against company
policy and that final installation would have to be made at the
actual site. A compromise was reached at one half mile and
terminal jacks were installed on posts near rocks and trees in an
inconspicuous manner and the telephone crew was guarded the
entire time they worked. The guards were unarmed. Upon
questioning one of the guards, it was learned that the site
consisted of a chamber cut into the side of the mountain 10 feet
wide by 10 feet high at the entrance and 300 feet back. The
purpose for the site it was explained was for storing church
records. The payment for the telephone service was made by
Church Sciences, San Miguel Ranch, California. . fee

swe. By communication dated April 10, 1989, th
Division of the FBI advised that on March 2, 1989,
Legal Counsel Division, FAA, Aeronautical Center, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma, stated that it was not a federal offense or FAA
violation to provide information of aircraft tail numbers to the
general public. peeantated tail number information is
considered public property and, therefore, the general public is
authorized to receive this information. In adaition[—
stated the fact that
other information to private citizens is not a federal ‘or:FAR-
violation. stated as a general practice, FAA disposes of
 

   
--micro-fiche documents and information on a regular basis.

By communication dated May 10, 1989, the Houston
1e¢ FBI furnished the results of an interview with
who stated he had learned from people that were

involved in the actual construction of the tunnel in New Mexico,
that the tunnel is 600 feet long with 200 foot wings. The tunnel
is gunnite lined and has four steel doors at the tunnel entrance,
at the midpoint of the tunnel, and at each wing entrance. The
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CHORCHOF SPIRITUAL TECHNOLOGY (CST);
DOMESTIC SECURITY/TERRORISM —
CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY

tunnel _is allegedly located 300 feet under the mesa on the ranch.
stated that the tunnel was built by people residing in

Trementina, New Mexico, but he was unable to name any of these
people. He stated that the same workers were asked to relocate
to California to build another tunnel there. He was told this by
unknown workers.

[eealstated that the debris from the cons i
the tunnel was used to build a road to the base camp.

gh and has

 

Claimed that the tunnel is 18 feet wide and 14 feet hi
a 600 amp electrical service connection. He was told this
information by unknown construction workers. He stated that they
are also building a two story house over the entrance of the
tunn j er to hide the tunnel entrance. stated
that told him that there was a helipad a e base camp
on the ranch and the helipad was needed for inspectors to land.
The inspectors were allegedly from the U.S. Bureau of Mines.

On May 30, 1989, representatives of the NMSP and BLM Law
Enforcement Services advised they are not aware of any illegal
activity being conducted on the part of CST other than the
misdemeanor trespass on BLM property. The BLM representative
advised that BIM officials will most likely negotiate the
trespass problem with CST and come to an.agreement that.will both
satisfy CST and BLM.
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. ’ BUFILES NEGATIVE RE WORLD INSTITUTE OF SCIENTOLOGY

+ENTERPRISES 4 SOCTALSOORDINATION (SOCO) AND CELEBRITIES CENTERS.

BUFILES REVEAL THERE HAVE BEEN NUMEROUS INQUIRIES FROM
.

‘CETIZENS TO THE FBI (REGARDING THE CHURCH, OF - SCIENTOLOGY CCOS)
w

DATING FROM THE 2960'S. WE HAVE ALSO RECEIVED NUMEROUS
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ALLEGATIONS OF CRIMINAL VIOLATIONS OF CHILD LABOR LAWS,

PROSTITUTION. DRUGS AND THEFT. i

’ COS WAS FOUNDED BY LAFAYETTE RON HUBBARD. WHOSE THEORY OF

"SCIENTOLOGY™ WAS AN ALLEGED SCIENCE WHICH INSTILLED SELF-

CONFIDENCE. ASSISTED IN REMOVING MENTAL PROBLEMS AND WAS

DEDICATED TO THE FREEDOM OF THE "SPIRIT." HUBBARD DIED

JANUARY 24, 15986. MEMORANDA FROM BUFILES TO FOLLOW WITH

ADDITIONAL BACKGROUND REGARDING COS AND A SERIES OF ARTICLES ON

THE COS THAT HAD BEEN PRINTED IN THE “TORONTO SUN" A TORONTO;

CANADA. NEWSPAPER.

IN MAY. 15976., MEMBERS OF COS IMPERSONATED IRS AGENTS AND

GAINED ACCESS TO THE U-S- ATTORNEY'S OFFICE IN WASHINGTON, D.C.

THEY WERE DISCOVERED IN THE ACT OF REPRODUCTING GOVERNMENT

DOCUMENTS. THIS INCIDENT PRECIPEITATED A MASSIVE INVESTIGATION BY

THE FBI AGAINST VARIOUS OFFICIALS OF THE COS FOR VIOLATIONS .

RANGING FROM THEFT OF GOVERNMENT PROPERTY TO AIDING AND ABETTING.

DURING OUR INVESTIGATION: TWO COS OFFICES (CALIFORNIA AND

WASHINGTON, D.C.) WERE SEARCHED. IN JULY. 1977, AND OVER 20,000.

DOCUMENTS CONFISCATED.  
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IN OCTOBER. 19795 NINE OFFICIALS OF THE COS WERE CONVICTED

FOR DIRECTING A CONSPIRACY TO STEAL GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS ABOUT

COS. IN DECEMBER. 1980, TWO MORE OFFICIALS WERE EXTRADITED FROM

EUROPE AND CONVICTED IN THIS CASE.

OUR TAMPA. FLORIDA. OFFICE CONDUCTED AN INVESTIGATION IN

L97645 AND OUR LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA, OFFICE CONDUCTED AN

INVESTIGATION IN 1988 INTO CHARGES THAT COS HAD SET UP AN

ELABORATE SCHEME TO UTILIZED DRUGS AND PROSTITUTES TO COMPROMISE

FEDERAL JUDGES PRESIDING OVER CIVIL LITIGATIONS INVOLVING THE

COS. INVESTIGATIONS FAILED TO SUBSTANTIATE THE ALLEGATIONS AND

PROSECUTION WAS DECLINED IN BOTH INVESTIGATIONS.

COS WAS THE SUBJECT OF AN OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE

INVESTIGATION BY OUR SAN ANTONIO AND BOSTON FIELD OFFICES IN

LV85- COS REPORTEDLY HIRED PRIVATE INVESTIGATORS IN A ATTEMPT TO

UNCOVER WHAT OUR FIELD OFFICES WERE DOING IN THEIR INVESTIGATION

- OF. THE HUBBARD CHECK CASE AND TO DETERMINE THE IDENTITIES OF OUR

AGENTS. NO PROSECUTION RESULTED.

REPORTEDLY. COS HAS AN ENEMY LIST AND THEY ATTEMPT TO

DISCREDIT. EMBARRASS OR HARASS FORMER MEMBERS OF COS, THEIR

ATTORNEYS AND OTHERS.  
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REPORTEDLY. COS HAS ATTEMPTED IN THE PAST TO ESTABLISH AN

INTELLIGENCE CENTER IN SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS. THE PURPOSE OF THIS

INTELLIGENCE CENTER WAS TO CONDUCT NATIONWIDE INVESTIGATIONS ON

INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS. SUCH AS THE FBI AND IRS WHO WERE

INVOLVED IN LITIGATION AND/OR INVESTIGATIONS AGAINST COS OR

OTHERWISE OF INTEREST TO COS.

IN ADDITION: A MEMORANDUM CAPTIONED "CHURCH OF SPIRITUAL

TECHNOLOGY (CST) DOMESTIC SECURITY/TERRORISM=CHURCH OF

SCIENTOLOGY." IS BEING SENT TO YOUR OFFICE WHICH CONTAINS

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.

COS HAS PILED NUMEROUS CIVIL ACTION SUITS IN THE LATE

LY?7O'S. BOS AND WO'S. BELOW IS A LISTING OF LEGAL SUITS FILED

°

BY THE COS.

CIVIL

NUMBER

COs 7/18/77? CV ??-2bS4Y WMP

LOS ANGELES.s CALIFORNIA

CCA)

THE FOUNDING COS OF 4/24/78 76-1359)  
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WASHINGTON. D.Cea INC.

(WDC) sy

COS OF CA "4/12/78 Jec-L200.

VS U-S- AIR FORCE

ET AL

COS OF CA 8/18/78 78-671-CIV-THK

CLEARWATER: FLORIDA

 

   
 

   
 

 

 

  

   

 

   
 

(FL)

COS OF CA 4/28/78 _ CSIGNATURE ILLEGIBLE).

HOLLYWOOD, CA OF COS OF CA

COS OF MICHIGAN (MZ) 10/2/78 -REV.

ROYAL OAKs MI_ |OF

COS OF MI

COS OF MISSOURI (MO) 40/2/78 :

ST. LOUIS, Mo OF COS OF
b6

No “BIC

COS OF SACRAMENTO 40/2/78

SACRAMENTO. CA OF

COS OF SACRAMENTO

COS OF SAN DIEGO UNDATED, BUT     
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SAN DIEGO. CA

COS OF BOSTON

BOSTON; MA

COS OF MINNESOTA (MN)

MINNEAPOLIS. MN

COS OF WASHINGTON

STATE (CWA) \

SEATTLE. WA .

COS OF NEVADA (NV)
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PORTLAND. OREGON
 

COS OF BUFFALO 10/13/78
   

BUFFALO. NY OF COS OF .BUFFALO, NY
 

 COS OF PENNSYLVANIA 10/13/78 be

(PA) . [dos oF PA pie

ARDMORE. PA

  

 

   COS OF COLORADO 10/25/78 COS OF

(CO). INC. co

DENVER. CO

COS OF NV. CORP. 41/15/78 CV-LA=78-244-HEC

LAS VEGAS. NV \

COS OF CA+ INC. 4979 80-5120

COS OF MO. INC. 2/9/74 79-OLSEC(4)

ST. LOUIS. MO

COS ETC 2/44/79 CA 79-179 THK

TAMPA, FL

COS OF BOSTON, INC. §/31/75 ?9-L059-MA

BOSTON. MA

COS OF NY ?/he/ 74 79 CV 3be0

NY. NY  
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COS OF MINNESOTA 3/13/80 79-3217

(CONSOLIDATED CASES)

COS OF CA 10/21/80 78-b79 CIV T-K

COS OF CA 10/22/81 CV 78-2053 (RNT)

NY. NY

THE FOUNDING CoS | b/15/82 82-1514

* OF WDC INC.

COS OF CAs ETC 7/82 B1-bBL-NC

COS OF CA & COS 10/23/84 CD 848182 LEU (PX)

FLAG SERVICE

ORGANIZATION, INC ,

LOS ANGELES, CA. ‘

COS OF CA 3/12/85 0538275

LOS ANGELES. CA 7

NANCY MCLEAN AND 8/26/85 BL-174-CIV-T-17

JOHN MCLEAN. HER SON,

PLANTIFFS VS COS OF CA

COS OF CA 9/30/86. C 420153

LOS ANGELES. CA

COS W/24/4D q0-2048  
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LOS ANGELES. CA

COS OF CA 4/24/90 CV q0-2048 WMB

HOLLYWOOD, CA

cos 4/24/90 CV-90-2048

LOS ANGELES. CA

COSs INTERNATIONAL 3/18/41 41-10850-C

BOSTON: MA

COSa INTERNATIONAL 3/49/91 41-10850-C

BOSTON. MA

COS. INTERNATIONAL & - 5/23/51 4-5b3-C

BRIDGE PUBLICATIONS. INC.

HOLLYWOOD. CA

COS. INTERNATIONAL INC. 68/3/54) CV FL-4L3B7-AAH (KX)

HOLLYWOOD. CA

COS OF CA 8/16/91 SA-91-CA-0458

SAN ANTONIO; TX

COS, INTERNATIONAL 1/9/52 * 9e-O1b7 SVM

LOS ANGELES. CA

COS. INTERNATIONAL 1/15/92 92-0304 DuW

LOS ANGELES. CA  
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LYMAN DOYLE SPURLOCK L/ee/ie

LOS ANGELES,
?

COS. INTERNATIONAL 2/18/92

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Cos 2/27/42

LOS ANGELES,

COSa INTERNATIONAL 3/72

LOS ANGELES,

COSa INTERNATIONAL 4/23/42

HOLLYWOOD, CA

COSa INTERNATIONAL, ?/F4e

MIAMI FL

me . =e

CV FW1l-SbOe R

je C 1200

CVde-Leb0 SVU (EEX) -

J2-Ob31 ER (JRX)

4e-2495 IH

Fl-b4Yeb HLH (TX)

BUFILES REVEAL NO RECORD RE FLAG LAND BASES HOWEVER. OUR

FILES REVEAL THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION REGARDING THE ORGANIZATION

“FLAG.”

IN NOVEMBER. 1984, AN INDIVIDUAL.CONTACTED OUR SAN FRANCISCO

OFFICE AND STATED HE HAD STARTED EMPLOYMENT WITH THE COS IN

OCTOBERs 198%. AND HE WAS CONCERNED HE HAD FURNISHED CLASSIFIED

INFORMATION TO THE COS.  
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THIS INDIVIDUAL STATED HE WAS INTERVIEWED ON NOVEMBER lba

L464. AT COS IN SAN FRANCISCO. CA AND WAS QUESTIONED IN DEPTH

CONCERNING HIS SERVICE IN THE U.S. NAVY. THE INTERVIEW LASTED

SIX HOURS. AFTER THE INTERVIEW. HE WAS ADVISED HE WAS NO LONGER

EMPLOYED AT COS.

THE INDIVIDUAL STATED HE RETURNED TO COS ON NOVEMBER 28.

1984. AND TALKED TO A WOMAN WHO ADVISED HIM THE COS WOULD BE

WILLING TO SEND HIM TO THEIR "FLAG BASE” IN CLEARWATER: FL.

FOR A SIX-WEEK TRAINING COURSE IN COUNTERINTELLIGENCE, TO INCLUDE

INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURES AND HOW TO REPORT RESULTS OF

INVESTIGATIONS TO COS. IN RETURN. HE WOULD BE REQUESTED TO

FURNISH ALL DETAILS OF HIS NAVAL EXPERIENCE. TO INCLUDE SHIP

SECURITY MEASURES HIS KNOWLEDGE OF THE IRS. FBI AND OPINIONS OF

TAXATION. 7

FLAG.

BT

OUR FILES CONTAIN NO ADDITIONAL IDENTIFIABLE DATA REGARDING

S/11
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U.S. Department of Justice

Federal Bureau of Investigation

 

 

Washington, D. C. 20535

September 21, 1993

CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY

. The central files of the FBI reveal there have been
numerous inquiries from citizens to the FBI regarding the Church
of Scientology (COS) dating from the 1960's. We have also
received numerous allegations of criminal violations of child
labor laws, prostitution, drugs and theft.

COS was founded by Lafayette Ron Hubbard, whose theory
of "scientology" was an alleged science which instilled self-
confidence, assisted in removing mental problems and was
dedicated to the freedom of the "Spirit." Hubbard died
January 24, 1986. Attached are three memoranda which contain
additional background regarding COS and a series of articles on
the COS that had been printed in the "Toronto Sun," a Toronto,
Canada, newspaper.

In May, 1976, members of the COS impersonated
United States (U.S.) Internal Revenue Service (IRS) Agents and
gained access to the U.S. Attorney's Office in Washington, D.C.
They were discovered in the act of reproducing Government
documents. This incident precipitated a massive investigation by
the FBI against various officials of the COS for Federal
violations, ranging from Theft of Government Property to Aiding
and Abetting.

During our investigation, two COS offices (California
and Washington, D.C.) were searched in July, 1977, and over
20,000 documents were confiscated.

In October, 1979, nine officials of the COS were
convicted for directing a conspiracy to steal Government
documents regarding COS. In December, 1980, two more officials
were extradicted from Europe and convicted in this case.   
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Our Tampa, Florida, Office conducted an investigation
in 1984, and our Los Angeles, California, Office conducted an
investigation in 1988 into charges that COS had set up an
elaborate scheme to utilize drugs and prostitutes to compromise
Federal judges presiding over civil litigations involving the
COS. Investigations failed to substantiate the allegations and
prosecution was declined in both cases.

In November, 1984, an individual contacted our
San Francisco Office and stated he had started employment with
the COS in October, 1984, and he was concerned he had furnished
classified information to COS.

This individual stated he was interviewed on
November 16, 1984, at COS in San Francisco, California, and was
questioned in depth concerning his service in the U.S. Navy. The
interview lasted six hours. After the interview, he was advised
he was no longer employed at COS.

The individual stated he returned to COS on
November 28, 1984, and talked to a woman who advised him the COS
would be willing to send him to their "Flag Base" in Clearwater,
Florida, for a six-week training course in counterintelligence,
to include investigative procedures and how to report results of
investigations to COS. In return, he would be requested to
furnish all details of his naval experience, to include ship
security measures, his knowledge of the IRS, FBI and opinions of
taxation.

COS was the subject of an Obstruction of Justice
investigation by our San Antonio, Texas, and Boston,
Massachusetts, Field Offices in 1985. COS reportedly hired
private investigators in an attempt to uncover what our field
offices were doing in their investigation of the Hubbard Check
Case and to determine the identities of our Agents. No
prosecution resulted.

Reportedly, COS has an enemy list and they attempt to
discredit, embarrass or harass former members of COS, their
attorneys and others.
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Church of Scientology
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Reportedly, COS has attempted in the past to establish
an intelligence center in San Antonio, Texas. The purpose of
this intelligence center was to conduct nationwide investigations
on individuals and organizations, such as the FBI and IRS who
were involved in litigation and/or investigations against COS or
otherwise of interest to COS.

In addition, attached is a memorandum captioned "Church
of Spiritual Technology (CST); Domestic Security/Terrorism -
Church of Scientology," which contains additional information
concerning COS. ‘

COS has filed numerous civil action suits during the
1970's, 1980's and 1990's.
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‘Spot whois attacking us. Start investigating them “|

' promptly for felonies or worse, uSINg our own
_ Professionals. Start feeding lurid, blood. sex, crime,
" actual evidence on the attackers to the press.
| Don’tever submit tamely to- investigation ofus.
Makeit rough, rough on the attackers all the way.’

—L. Ron Hubbard, Founder;:
The Church of Sclentologie

THE-SCIEENIt LOGY
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. Staff Ws ter

CLEARWATER,Fla, — On the throneof thissleepy, !

; he Scientologists. such, toac aSdone.The |
wentto the local pa @:: with a dossier on Casares

‘ claimi i i dy tand deals inclaiming he was involved in sha ,
: Clearwater and that his wife, Margaret, was a co
conspirator. Casares was also accused of possessing

” ‘ ] in
Suin-drenched varicosed city of 85,000 in the middle of ; “worthless” academic degrees and even of lyingPinellas Countywhere 33.7 per cent of its people areover the ageOY 65,sits a mayor whobefits the image of‘loveit or leave it America.

=, Until hespeake.. ae Ee etHis name is Gabriel (Gabe) Casares. On this par-Ucular day, he was wearing @ striped. red-white-and-blue jacket, a Striped shirt, and 8 tie adorned withtiny,embroidered mapsof the United States complete withstars and, yes, morestripes, .Gn the wailof his office, directly above the miniatureAmerican flag perched on his desk, is a picture ofCasares ~ a Democrat -= shaking hands withRepublican President Jerry Ford. . . “Ihave to admitI was giving him hell about something that day.”It all sounds very Cozy, very stable, very Americanuntil Casares speaks about “armed guards. . . aliens- cults,” Then it sounds more like an out-take from aBuck Rogersscript. .But, it isn't. It's Clearwater in the summerof'76,“This is reality," said Casares, “My city has beeninvadedby aliens involved in psycho-terrorism,””The “alien, said the mayor, is the Church ofScientology. .Undera cloak of Secrecy in late 1975, the Church ofScientology moved into Clearwater and purchased —for $2.3 million, cash — the city's 50-year-old, 272-roomlandmark,The Fort Harrisonresort hotel.The buy was locked up by Southern Land Develop-ment and Leasing Corp., a newly-chartered unknown.A few weeks later, the same corporation put down$550,000 — again in cash — to buy the nearby Bank ofClearwater building. .
Word soon filtered down the “real” buyer was an. organization knownas the United Churchesof Florida,a “large, non-profit religious corporation.” Again, noone had ever heard of a religious 8roup known as theUnited Churchesof Florida.
i wasn't until late January, three months later, thatthe truth was known. The powerful Church of Scien-tology had a toe hold on downtown Clearwater.Ul Sciontology hax problems, one of them is notmoney. tn Torunto, for example,headquarters at 124 Avenue Rd, ~ 9,000 square feet inA prime rental area ~ fg leused for a minimum of$45,000 to a maximumof $90,000a year, ° .In Cloarwator, however, the church walked in andbought.

.“There was nothing we could do to Stop the pur-chase," said Clearwater city manager Picot Floyd,“The way that land is zoned, anything short of anabattoir could go up in the Fort Harrison.” .

 

*

loveiled against scemingly anyone who didn't keep hisnrouth shut
™In February, Setentologists xuvounta of tidel and elvil rights yMayer prevented the church

tehigten
“They van aue me to hell wh back.” said Casares.“Theew ta no basis in xvletuce Certhis Ofganization and IUveattan (hem delug recognized ax belgion. “tt“Et don't kaow of ANY vehigton that sanctionsvheating, and intinudation ax Pact of itzCehetx *
Voe pull ae Punch appewach bY Casarog pul the agVear old mavor on the Stiratologint books as ant “atfavher” ang, avoodmy ty Rubbard Peltey, lee banWy lop Seimtutogoaty to. “Stare fowdting lucid, blood,BEX. crinie, aclua evidouce ua the allavkers to theyeas '

ed Cazares on iwo .lolationg, Charging‘the
from free practice of

lying,
doctrinal

Reuneneusen
—

the church's ,

ing his place of birth, Alpine, Tex. Meg"
ooHell,they even tried to label me a wetback, said

| Casares wholater went to the press armed with official .
——~t" records; documents, and Air Force commendations to’

d straight. oy
rightingine withfire, Casares countersued, asking
& total of $8 million for damage to his reputation as an

‘ individual, a businessman, and a public official. h
| “They can sue me again,” said Casares, ‘but there .

‘

{
4
‘
5
t

i [ll give in. They're not going to get me to ;
standinfrontof the Fort Harrison and shake their
hands as thoughit wasail a big misunderstanding. ked
Casares took but a momentto reflect. He was irke

back at the beginning when the Church of Scientology
‘threw up guards around the building, their own
devotees dressed in dark uniforms, carrying billy clubs

anWhywould an organization that professes to bea
religious organization based on love and trust require

$? .
oLWhoniheFort Harrison was there,”’ said Casares,
“and loaded with guests with jewels and expensive

, cameras and travellers' cheques, I never saw any
guards. Suddenlyit became an armed camp. .
**Then look at all the money and howit camein so

fast. . . not from the Chase Manhattan Bank but from
some.outfit called the Bank of Suez in Luxembourg.’
Soon afterward, and almost reluctantly, a high-

ranking church spokesman named Arthur Marin who
was flown in from Los Angeles to quell the rising anti.
Scientology tide in Clearwater decided to remove the ;
a s.° ; :

aTdongthin they (the guards) are as horrible as the .
mayor says,”* said Marin, stating, in faet, that one of :
the Fort Harrison residents was attacked in the ¢

* « parking garage and would have been robbed if one of
i uards hadn't appeared. . .
teae are dealing with an individual (the mayor) who
hasa lot of hate in him,” said Marin, “And that amount
of hate, according to Scientology technology, is built up

(ransgresgions.
peetadivdueke whodo that, we havefound, one for one,
‘ure doing it out of vested interest, hidden motives, and
fenr.” ; .
“What really irks Casares, a man who says he is a
devout Christiun, is the way the Church of Scientology,
in the ‘guise’ of the United Churches of Florida,

 

 

  



 

    

 

nly to destroybusinesses.Be impudent. Getrich and to hell withthem. Governments areJust a reactivebank we have to live with for a while.Learn to handle them, But notbyrefusing‘to make money or have jt,’ . _—
—L. Ron Hubbard, Founder
ae caf is A. i
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DATE

By MARK BONC..OSK!
' Staff Writer .

In late 1975, shortly after the Church of
Scientology handed over $2.3 million —
cash — to purchase the majestic Fort
Harrison Hotel in Clearwater, Fla., a
newspaperreporter phoned a Clearwater
bank claiming to be a realtor holding a
$100,000 cheque signed by L. Ron Hubbard.

. Speaking with the bank manager, the

x

* reporter-cum-realtor expressed doubts
FY

about accepting an uncertified cheque of
* such magnitude. There was, however, no

to

:4

x
a

iy.

>

 
we

- Virtually impossible: 7:

hint of hesitancy in the voice of the bank
manager. The cheque was good. L. Ron
Hubbard had at least a six-figure bank
accountin Clearwater.

In a money-talks world, the Church of
Scientology can speak loudly although, for
the last five years, it has waged‘a battle
with the U.S.Internal Revenue Service to
keepits financial records out of the hands
of IRSinvestigators.
The question is why?
In mid-July of this year, Bette Orsini, a

staff writer. with the St. Petersburg Times,
wrote that 11 of the tax-exempt churchesof
ScientOfogy were apparently paying part
of their profits to the head church in
California which must, by law, pay taxes.
The ‘heavy.infusion of

into the West’Coast“churclt was disclosed
by a Times ‘Study of, receipts and -ex-
penditures of the-separate?’ Scientology
“churches ‘throughout. the UnitedStates.
Protection.of, privacy laws-in,Cahada, at
the moment, make -such ‘a. study here

hose ‘ .* 8

- In 1969,showever,sthegChares of Stien-
tology in Calilordia wastemoved from;the
federal register of non-profft o¢ganizations
qualifying to receive tax-deductible
contribytions.. : found thatthe
church iht bedhintcounp ance .with
the law and issued d’révocatioa letter In
it, the government revoked the ehurch’s
tax-exempt stgtus, retradctiveto January;
1957, Bre Pe Fe eM
IRS effortsto enforce a summonsfor. the

church's .1968-69 financial, records ‘aré
pending in federal cqgrts in LosAngeles jn
a continuing jivestigation ch taxes which
beganin’71. 0° ; .
The Times wrote that 11 of 12 Scien:

tology churchesin the States holding tax-
exempt statuslaid out roughly $900,000 of
the $3 million they; collected tax-free in
1974 and sentit to the California church. -..
And, nine of the churches acknowledged

deposits totalling $1 millioA In bank ac-
counts In the West European Grand Duchy
of Luxembourg,outside the jurisdiction of
the IRS. 2

Of the $846,310.20 sent to the‘California
church, $69,184.46 went as “legal and
professional fees’ for the , churches’
“share” of expenses incurred on a‘national
level; $402,515.61 went ‘as “religious
training'’ for church employees, mostofit
provided at the California church; and
$374,610.13 went to purchase Scientology
books, “confessional alds, tapes and
religious “artifacts.”
The 11 tax-exempt churches took in a

total of $2,902,701.90 In 1974 and spent a
total of $3,638,867.10, most of the’ money
going to the California church. The large

we

Payouts left them with a $5,444.49 deficit
”

x-free money .

.7 $115,000,
*-$100,600..Florida sent $75,000, the fourth

AAEEDene >NREEO
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for Texas to'-an $89,724:62.-
- Missotri-said the Times.. 7

The Boston church sent at least $325,000
to -be :banked in the tiny tax haven of
Luxembourg. Michigan sent at least

Washington State banked

tigplus ‘in
. - @ -

‘largest amount among the Luxembourg-
banking churchesofScientology.
The J1.churches also wound up 1974, said

the Times, with an additional $468,179.19 in
cash. They had $1,025,192.70 in “unused
advanced donations” at the end of 1974,
presumably payments made in advance
by adherents for “religious counselling
andtraining”they had yet to receive.-
Among them,churchesin 1974 held land

valued at $88,389.66 and three of them held
a combined $185,853.59 in mortgages and
notes.
Forerunners in the 1974 gross of nearly

$3 million for the Church of Scientology
were the branchesin Boston, Missouri and
Florida.
The Church of Scientology in Boston

brought: in $813,257.66 for “religious
counselling and training’’ and an ad-
ditional $70,388.27 selling religious books
and “‘artifacts.”’
The Missouri Church of Scientology,

according to the Times study, grossed
$570,303.75 on religious counselling and
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:, ‘The othersix tax exempt churches re-
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t

$
|!

* portedly:grossdd $207,529.53 and. $27,736.53"
in Minnesota; $201,165.64 and $26,588.17 in
Washington State; $181,221.17 and
$28,833.69 in Hawaii; $143,446.92 and
$23,814.76 in Texas; $82,711.40 and
$12,627.56 in New Buffalo, N.Y.; and
$82,182.24 and $16,603.77 in Portland, Ore.
According to the Times, although the 11

funnelled nearly a third of their gross
+ income to the California church, they all

, claim to the federal governmentthey have
“no special.rglationship” tq any other
organization — nor any financial ac-
countability, |

.,. But, the 11 churches all use the same
California attorney, said the Times, and
they all file reports on their daily
operations and money collections to the
church's “ecclesiastical heirarchy.” But,
they do so of their own ‘free will” and,
therefore, such routines do not constitute
accountability. .
On Feb. 29, 1972, the Toronto branch of

the Church of Scientology published a
“command” from church founder, L. Ron
Hubbard, which read: “In the matter of
courses and students, SPEED (his
capitalization) of service is of vital im-
portance. . ‘ .
“The prosperity of a business,” said

Hubbard, “is directly proportional to the
training and its book and artifact sales Speed of flow of its particles (dispatches,
took in an additional $62,134.98. cables, goods, messengers, students,
The Church of Scientology of Florida had Customers, agents, etc.) ~To™prosper,

receipts of $369,669.55 for counselling and- Sefvice must bé as close to instant as
training and made $59,112.36 on book and Possible. Anything which stops or delaysartifact sales. or puts a customer or product on WAITis
 ese re  



 DATI

‘@
OeLesc ke ae eee,.

an enemyofthat business.:~
In Orders of the Day at the time Hub-

bard’s “command” was published, a
Hubbard communications officer at the
Toronto organization, wrote to all staff
asking to ‘‘get the outflow really flooding
out to the public.” L
Working on a potential basis, the officer

noted there were, at.that time, over 3,000
people in the organization's central file.
Central file lists anyone who hasleft his or
her name behind, whether it be simply
from buying a book or taking the church’s
free personalitytest. .
Talking potential, the writer said “each

folder is worth at least $10,000. That
mean’s a potential $30 million. .
“So what are we waiting for?” ¢

communicationsofficer asked the Toronto
staff. ‘‘Write to these guys. Get them in.

_Get them on the Bridge (the church's
course chart). Get the Gross Income up.
Get viable. It’s what you want. It's what
we want.It’s what Ron (Hubbard) wants.

, So doit for Ron.”
t

‘A few weekslater, on May 31, 1972, the
* Toronto Orders of the Day commended

two Scientology staffers, Bryan Levman
and Emile Gilbert, for “coming up always
with great ideas on how to make more
money and thus permitting an increasing
flow to Flag (then, the roving base-of the
ChurchofScientology). .
“This week we sent the most monéy ever,

to Flag", read the Orders of the Day.oe -$3,500.”"

Two weekslater, the Orders of the Day
cameoutlisting the Toronto organization's
condition as “DANGER.”Gilbert, then the .
‘executive ‘director -of ‘the Toronto
organization, released, as is ‘done every !
Friday, the week's income figures and °
statistics." ©
For the week ending Friday, June 16,

1972, the Gross Income for the Toronto
organization totalled $13,464. The
organization has fallen short of its target
of $20,000. Gross cash on handat the time,
however, was, according to the Orders of
the Day, $63,610 for the dayside operation
of the church and $65,000 for. the foun-
dation. ;
.In seemingly direct accordance with
previous orders 2,816 letters went dut that
week, less -than 200 short of the week's
target of3,000;  ’ _ , 3

In effect; the letters paid off with 39
payments for new Scientology courses and
168people coming in and adding their
namésto the central file. Each one, ac-
cording to one Scientologist’s thinking,
being worth a potential $10,000 or .. .
$168,000 total.
Although high-ranking Scientologists

have affirmed that Scientology is not a
“turn the other cheek”religion, any type
of publicity — good or bad — is used to
makemoney,

In a recentinterview in the Sclentology
magazine Freedom — hyped as a WORLD
EXCLUSIVE -- L. Ron Hubbard Is quoted
as saying:
“Violent attack makesthe subject that Is

under attack known. | have learned that
wheneverScientology has been attacked jn
the past,its growth rate is accelerated, so
I-don't worry about such things or takeit
too seriously.”
(NEXT: Selentology's founder)  
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-By A @ BONOKOSKIFuy
7 . ae fe *F< . taff Writer * > ;’

“
“Lafayette Ron Hubbard, who once upon., atime was a science fiction writer, is notagod. . ‘
He has, however, been to Heaven...twice.
“The first time I arrived,” wroteHubbard to his followers, ‘was dated at43,891 ,832,611,177 years, 344 days, 10 hours,* 20 minutes, and 40 seconds from 10:02.5p.m: Daylight Greenwich Time, May 9,1963."

»

He also beat the Russians to Venus andwas present as American spacemenfiredprobesinto the Van Allen radiation belt inthe 1950s. He says, .
While little has been catalogued con-cerning Hubbard's jaunts throughout thegalaxy, the founding father of the Churchof Scientology logged, with precisiondetail, his trips to Heaven, ,_ Quite frankly, following his second visit’several hundred billion years later, he wasshockedat how things had gone downhill.” The first time, however, the gates weremajestic, fa' jf
‘An avenueofstatues of Saints leads tothem,”:he wrote. “The Bete pillars are‘Surthounted by marble ah els. The endtering grounds are very welap d laidout jike the Bush (sic) ¢

dena,so often seen in aegepviet ‘
Bythe secondtrip, allwapsit oby.“The vegetation is gone,? said Hubbard.“THe pillars are scruffy, The ‘saints havevanished. So havethe angels,'"

. Ig his account, written off by mostScidntaogiste a$ merely an allegory,. HuBbard wrote:that “the symbol of theericifiedChristis-very apt indeed.It's the: Bybibbl of thetan betrayed,”
The :thetan, to Scientologists, is the‘person himself, nothis‘body or his name,the: physical’ uniyérse, his mind, oranything elsé. . : the immortalspirit.”* The sight of ‘Heaven, said Hubbard,strengthenedhis beliefin the “goodness ofScientology.” Aa oc‘tNew: religions Yiways ovérthrow thefalsegods ofthe’old,”" he wrote. “They dosomething to better-‘man. We can improveman. Wecan provethe old gods false. Andwe can open’a happier place in which thie‘spirit may Uwell. What more’ can youexpect?” ‘ .
Whenonce asked by a British broad-caster: ‘Do you ever think you might be:quite mad?", Hubbard replied:!“Oh yes!The one man inthe world who neverbelieves he's mad is the madman."
Rarely photographed or seen by out-siders, the 65-year-old Hubbard,sporting akhakl jumpsuit and matching tam-o'-shanter, recently Appeared in Clearwatér,Fla., where his religious organization hadplopped down’ $2,850,000 in cash for twobuildings -- the 272-room, historie land:murk Fort Harrison Hotel and the Bank ofClearwater building. .‘The hotel is slated to becomethe sect'snew Land Flagtship), replacing Hub-bard's 3,300-ton yacht, Apollo, which ‘upuntil its schéduled sale, was the “ad-vanced”training centre for the Church ofScientology. ** . :«The theory was furthur advanced by thepresenceat the hotelof many’ofHubbard'sbee iw % e

.NS

densiéf Pas. -

*

- Séa wre vs
hers,thé sect's “soldiers of conviction”

” whosign “billion-year”’ contracts.
In’ Clearwater, prior to the onslaughtof

Scientology lawsuits against the city's
mayor, Gabe Casares, the Clearwater Sun,
the St. Petersburg Times and radio station
WDCL,Hubbard barked out orders to his
young crew,opened a six-figure checking
account, and paid out $2,800 for clothes toa
tailor named Nick Gialusis.
Then he simply disappeared with

rumorsflying he wasoff to Ireland to set
upa new land base. If that is the case,
moneyis no obstacle. Scientologists, in'the
last two years, have reportedly paid cash
not only for the Clearwater properties but
for two buildings in New York, two in Los
Angeles, and ‘others in Boston, St. Louis,
Washington,D.C., Miami, San Diego, and
Riverside,Calif. ‘
A brilliant and eccentric man who,

despite disclaimers,still controls the sect,
Hubbard was once a successful science
fiction writer. In 1949, he seemed to predict
his own future in a jocular Speech to a
convention «f fellow authors: “Writing for
& penny a word is ridiculous. [f a man
really wanted to make a million dollars,
the best way would be to start his own
religion.” ns
Hubbard can safely ignore the sci-fi{

background nowadays,however, because
his multi-national organization, boasting
three-million-plus adherents, has given
him wealth and worldwide influence
beyond even a science fiction writer's
dream.

According to’ Scientology. literature, ,Hubbard ,was born on March 13, 1911 in,Tilden, Neb., the only son of Navy Com-,manderH. R. and Dora May Hubbard. ;
The.waythe biographies read, Hubbard,

grew up on.his grandfather's cattle ranch.
in Montana where “he could ride before he |could waik"’, then left with his parents for
Washington and later followed father tothe Far East, travelling through Northern
China andIndia. .

In 1930, again according to “official’’tbiographies, Hubbard enrolled at George ,Washington ‘University’s Columbian
College’ “of Enginecring. It is here the,beginnings of Hubbard controversy overhis academicstatus start. *
Various biographies either written orsupplied by Scientologists say Hubbard

either graduated from or attended the
university for twoor four years,
One biography reads: “"He graduated in

mathematics and engineering from
Columbia College to become a memberof
thefirst United States course in formaleducation in what is‘today called nuclear
physics." .
+ Official university records, however,Show Hubbard attended-two yearsat theUniversity and left after being placed on
academic probation. The records, nowpart of a federal court file, paint Hubbarda little short of the genius his devoteesinsist he is. ‘None
For his two years in college, Hubbardreceived only one A — in physicaleducation in his freshman year — and hereceived four Fs — two in mathematics,one-in physics, and one in German.
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‘behind the cuk1 sy : oa ‘ .Scientology and the Personal baby calledDianetics, ‘ . to.In- the years that followed, Hubbarddevoted himself to writing furthur texts onDianetics and Scientology, ithe first .ofwhich appears to be the 1959 publicationcalled Scientology: A History of Man. .- About” 1958, Hubbard transferredoperations to England, Scientology, asareligion, now in full flight and with no end

abode, St. Hill Manor, East Grinstead,Sussex, with his wife Mary Sue and theirfour children,
““Hubbard's first wife, Margaret LouiseGrubb, bore him two children, a son alsonamed Lafayette Ronald Hubbard andnicknamed Nibs, and a daughter,Katherine May.* . .Until the ‘end of 1965, he remained inEngland. When an Australian inquiry hit

permit wasnot renewed.Back inEngland, Hubbard took twoblows on the chin. First, the Ministry‘of

institute and, foreign nationals, manyofthem Americans, were barred from en.tering ‘England to Study or teach Scien-tology. Those restrictions, however, werelater removed as England began to accept‘Sclento) areligion; ou,But, at the time of the blow, Hubbardshad left tHe country on his ship, Apollo, andWAS refusell Fe-ent ry.Since then, however, Hubbard has comea long-way, The last Stop... Clearwater?
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_ ‘People actually become curators ofa
museumjust to keep a finger ona

_bodythey may have once had.oO

lea’ — L. Ron Hubbard, Founder,
meso. The Church ofScientology
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Staff Writer
The space opera. . .
On Sept. 1, AD13 (meaning 13 years

« After Dianetics and the Hubbard book that °
~ launched Scientology) — in reality, 1963 —
L. Ron Hubbard wrote of a Scientologist

« who hadjustdied of cancer in a New York
hospital.
“We lose a few people by death,” wrote

Hubbard, “unlike the healing profession
wholose their practitioners in hordes.
“But we do, temporarily, lose some by

death.”
One such Scientologist was Marguerite

Edelsteen who, according to Hubbard,
“we will see again. . .inseven years.”

“Evidence” of this “reincarnation”
comes asa letter to Hubbard from Andy
Bagley, then the organizational secretary
or the Churchof Scientology in New York
ity. . . tee

Bagley wrote: -
“T found that she (Edelsteen) hadlittle

reality on how bad off her body‘ was, so I
put that R-factor (Reality-factor) in for
her. The eyes were gone, the body no
longer underhercontrol; she mulled over
this for a bit and thanked me for the in-
formation. She had thought the nurse was
keepingherin a darkened room,and under
heavysedation.
“Then,”said Bagley, “I exteriorized her

and oriented her to the room.”
**Exteriorization,’' according to

Scientology, is the process by which a
person's thetan, loosely described as a
spirit, is able to leave the body and have
control over matter, energy, space and
time.
After performing this feat and exhibiting

‘‘admirable Scientology attitude
throughout,” Bagley went on by stating
Edelsteen knew “exactly where she was. *
“I directed her (thetan) to. Brooklyn

* General Hospital maternity ward (to pick
up a new body) and warned her about
leaving Earth very far. She understood.
She would fade in and out (of her body)
throughout the auditing (counselling) and
I would withdraw to the foot of the bed
until she camebackeach time. .
“She decided she would get a girl's

body,”’ wrote Bagley, ‘and she told me she
would report backin six or seven'years,to
take up wheresheleavesoff. .

“I had a very strong impression that she
would leave the body on Tuesday at 11 p.m.
but I was off on my time. It was Wed-
nesday evening at 11:10 p.mas
“The hospital staff,” said Bagley, “was

stoned over Marguerite, Everyone knows
terminal cancer cases are never cogent
and/or lucid inthe last sluges. Just before
she left (the body), howeyer, she told’ the
nurses: ‘Goodbye. . .]'m leaving now."

“It is the very first lime.” concluded
Bagley, “ve ever audited anyone out of a
body.”

If this is to be believed, as it is certainly *
by someScientologists, then somewhere in
de Brooklyn area’ is a young’ lady,
“ossessed bythethetan formerly owned by
Aurguerite Edelsteen, who just celebrated
her 16th birthday.
Such is part of the “space opera” of

Scientology, 2 movement outlined as “a

spiritual guae = to bring avout"
Total Freedom to ail spiritual Beings .
a scienceof the knowing.”

The road to Total Freedom is complex
and expensive, a space oddity more than.
an odyssey. Much of the lamguage is
Hubbard's own invention and cannot be
found in any contemporary dictionary.
That is, other than Hubbard’s own. For
that reason, Scientologists are advised to
be “very, very certain not to go past a
word thatis not fully understood,”

To begin the journey into the “space
age"religion, Hubbard takes the mind and
divides it into two realms the
analytical and the reactive mind.

The analytical mind is rational, con-
trolling perception and the ability to
discover and figure. But,,the -reactive:
mind, says Hubbard, can work against
this, *

Throughout numerous past lives, say
Scientologists, the reactive mind has
picked up mental images of stress and
unpleasantness which can short-circuit the
well-meaninganalytical mind.

It is the quest of Scientology to erase
these images ~ called “engrams” — from
the reactive mind. Once the reactive
mind’s slate has been wiped clean of
“engrams”through expensive study and
auditing (counselling) sessions, the
Scientologist is deemed to have reached
the state of “clear.” Before this, he -is
simply known as a “preclear.”
Conservative estimates say it costs a

 
SCIENTOLOGY student's. clay model
representation of the reactive mind.  
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thinimum of $!° g@to reach the level of
“clear” and cu, t much moreif the
“preclear” has numerous ‘‘engrams’’ to
be erased and/or trouble finding total
committment towardshis goal.

Auditing, using the controversial
Scientology tool called the E-meter, is a
costly proposition but a Scientology
“must.” The basic cast of a one-hour
auditing session is $50 and seemingly
never-ending. The $5,000 minimum to
reach ‘“‘clear’ could skyrocket by
thousands more.Asin the case of Warren
Hellyer, the young son of a prosperous
Brantford-area farmer who became en-
tangled in the Scientology world while
touring Europe, ranking Scientologists
tied Hellyer’s personal problems to more
and morefees.

Each time Hellyer reached a stumbling,
blockin his courses, his auditor, according
to Hellyer, said the problem was sub-
conscious abberations he was unwilling to
face. ,Finding the root of the .problem

, necessitated more auditing and, thus,

w
e

ses
ew
w
s more money.

The enticement to spend, however, was
whatScientologissaid was beyond “‘clear’’
. . . the universe of the Operating Thetan
where the trained Scfentologist’s thetan
could ‘‘exteriorize’’ — leave the body ‘—
and control matter, energy, time, an and
space. .

Space, the final frontier. Operating
Thetan is the only way to get there. And

?

- here begins the space oddity of a religion
critics have labelled as “sci-fi.”

There are eight levels of Operating
Thetan,all requiring extensive study anda
seemingly-bottomless bank account and/
or a pay-as-you-work system as a staff
memberatoneof the Scientology missions
or orgs (short for organization).
According to the teachings-of Hubbard,

the level of OT III (Operating Thetan
Three)’ is the “stable point for ex-
teriorization.” .
He has written that reading ‘the OT III

literature before reaching the appropriate
level will cause a person to ‘‘go crazy and
die.”
As outlined in Robert Kaufman's book,

Inside Scientology, which was published in
1968 amid hue-and-cry from executive
Scientologists, a Scientologist taking the
OT II course is required to sign a waiver

_ Stating ‘‘the Scientology organization,its
. branches and L. Ron Hubbard.arenot
_Tesponsible for anything that might
happen to my body or mind‘on OTIII.”
An example follows as an excerpt from

, the OT LIE course. section three, which,
properly trained, if read before will cause
a “person to go crazy and die”... ac-
cording to Hubbard:
“The head of the Galactic Federation (76

plancts around larger stars visible ‘from
here and founded 95,000,000. years ago,
very space opera), solved over-population
(250 billion or so per planet — 178 billion on
average) by mass implanting.
“He caused people to be brought to

Teegeeack (Earth) and put an H-bomb on
the principal volcanoes; the Pacific ones
were taken in boxes to Hawaii and the
tbeae ones to Las Palmas and there

Baane “ay ott ah a

thought, energy, space and time. And that

 

“His name enn. He uses
renegades. When . with his crime,
Loyal Officers (to the people) captured:
him aftersix years of battle and put him in
an electronic mountain top wherehestill is

In January, 1975, a defected Scien-
tologist named Brendon Mooretook out an
ad in The Calgary Herald under the
heading “TOP SECRET.Scientology Rip-
Off’’ and described, in layman terms, what
is meant apparently by the OT III
material. ‘75,000,000 years ago,” said
Moore in the ad, “a wicked character
named Xenn wasa leading figure in this
Confederation of planets and decided to
control over-population by meansof fusing
beings together under duress so they
thought they wereone. -

“This was done by dropping hydrogen
bombs on volcanoes which had beings
dumped on them.After the explosion the
beings were furthur confused by showing - §
them religious pictures of devils, angels,
etc. s
“Hubbardtells those Scientologists who

havefirst paid for it (the OT III course)
that everyone's body is made up of these
befuddled beings and that only Scientology
can save the world. When you'do the OT III
level you get rid of these beings and are
free from beingoverwhelmedby them.

“Isn’t'that a good story?” asked Moore.
“Et’s really an expensive one!”
* Returning to conquer the land of’Xenn,
in loose definition, is the essence of
Operating Thetan. Once there, he has
gontrol. .

” According to Hubbard scriptures, an
Dperating Thetarris as follows: 1. A thétan
exterior who can have but doesn’t have to
‘have a bodyin order to control or operate
thought, life, matter, space, and time: 2. -
Willing and knowing cause over life,

~would, of course, be mind and, of course,
be universe: 3. An individual who would
operate totally independent of his body
whether he had one or didn’t have one: 4.
He is now himself, not, dependent on the
universe aroundhim. =.
The ability of the Operating Thetan to

“exteriorize,” said Hubbard,‘‘proves that
the individual is not a body but an in-
dividual. This discovery in 1952 proved
beyond any question the existence of a
thetan, that the individual was a thetan,
not a body, and disproved that man was an
animal and that he wasa spiritual being,
timeless and deatbless.
“|... Purgatory. and hell is a total

myth,” said Hubbard, ‘‘an invention just
to make people very unhappy and is a
viciouslie.”
Insane? In 1952, when Hubbard

“discovered”the thetan, he wrote that ‘tin
the understanding of human thought,
which is Scientology, a therapy may be
found which makes men moresane.
“A very effective thought-control

technique could be worked out from
Scientology which could be used to make
individuals into willing slaves.”

Critics have said the ‘‘thought-control
technique”is the foundation of Scientology
and that Hubbard now has 3.25 million
“slaves” . .>. worldwide.
(NEXT:Critics of Scientology)    



 

  
Fé has not fully dawned on anyone
that wecan handle this planet

.

.-.
The spiritual beings on this planet
have hit the end of the trail and only
Scientology can give them any future
at all... we have a secure
beachhead overthe world.’
oeRonHubbard
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* By MARK BONOKOSK!
Staff Writer

L. Ron Hubbard, the science-fiction
writer who rose to become the king of a
science-fiction religion, allowed the
publishersof his most major work to claim
Scientology imparts a knowledge com-
parable to ‘man's discovery of fire and
superiorto his discovery of {he arch.”
To others, however, scientology is

quackery,
Onesuch critic was U.S. District Judge

Gerhard Gesell, better known asthe judge
in the Elisberg break-in case, one of the
Watergate espisodes which saw six men
burglarize the office of Daniel Ellsberg’s-

. psychiatrist.
Amongthose Gesellsentenced was John

Ehrlichman, a top aide to former U.S.
President Richard Nixon. .

Gesell called “false ... in short, a
fraud,’ what he said was a Church of
Scientology practice of leading a person to
believe there was reliable scientific proof
that illnesses automatically would be
cured through Hubbard's technology.

Directly from Hubbard's writings:
“Scientology does things for people where
nothing has been done before. It makes
people well from illnesses which were once
considered hopeless.

“It increases their intelligence ... One
outstanding thing which it does: It
alleviates burns received from Atomic
Bombs.
“Scientology,” wrote Hubbard, “is the

only specifie (cure) for radiation (atomic
bomb) burns.”
Through an “auditing process” in-

volving a gizmo called an E-meter, a
“confessional aid” resembling a primitive
lie detector, Hubbard claims Scientology
technology can pinpoint the “cause and
cure of all psychosomatic ills which
number, some say, 70 per cent of Man's
listed ailments.”
Whatthe E-meteralso does, however,is

bring in money. Through auditing, or
counselling sessions, bought ata minimum
of $50 an hour, the E-meter has proved to
be a source of a great deal of money for
Scientology. ,

In 1974 alone, for example, the top three
tax-exempt churchesof Scientology in the
United States — Boston, Missouri, and
hate — brought jn a total of $1,732,231,
a ib counselling ahd training. An ad-

nal $200,000 was brought.in throu
ale of Béoks and ecligiwd tifacts

Punmely, E-meters,
itnh 1962," a HroUp of fangshorermen
deyhired by the US odd and Dray
cdoinistration ralded 3° Church of

StleAtology mission in Wastingtea, D.C,
 aelaieng ty well as svemioply tons of

Htetature, about 100 E-meters
rhe BDA charged: the devices were

mislabeled ... “aimin dingnasis,
prevention, treatment and climinahon of
tHe “causes of all mental and ner: ous
disorfers such as neuroses, psychoses,
schizophrenia, and gill psychosomatic

mM . ailments including most of the, physical
ro }ailments of mankind such me arthritis,

, cancer, stomach ‘ulcers: radiation burn:
‘from atomic bombs, “polio, the commo
scolds, 3"

Mo y
+e

\@

2 1€ wasnt until"years later thal the
FDA, after recognizing the E-meter as
“religious paraphernalia” ~- some four
years afler the church gained cour! ac-
ceptance as a ‘bona fide religion” —
returned 5,000 yellowed volumes of 13
different books, about 20,000.booklets, and .
65 E-meters,
Perhaps the most scathing attack on.

Scientology, however, came oul of
Australia in 1965 when the state of Victoria
held a board of inquiry which Ied to
Scientology, temporarily, being banned.

After hearing 15) witnesses in 160 days
and. amassing ‘four million words of
testimony, Kevin Anderson, a lawyer later
to become a supreme court justice in
Victoria, labelled the Scientology j;
movement as “evil... a grave threat’ *
and lacking ‘“‘any worthwhile feature.” -

Scientologists, claiming the inquiry was *
“not much shorter than the Nuremberg;
Trials,’ came out with their rebuttal in the
form of a publication entitled: ‘Kangaroo
Court... . An investigation into the con-"

tduct of oard pf Inquiry into Scien-Hobete PHFtobbg
Going straight for the jugular, the

Scientologists not only attacked the
validity of the report but the history of the
entire State of Victoria.
“The foundation of Victoria,’’ says

Kangaroo Court, “‘consists of the riff-raff
of London’s slums — robbers, murderers,
prostitutes, fences, thieves — the
scourgings of Newgate and Bedlam.
“The niceties of truth and fairness, of

hearing witnesses and weighing evidence,
are not for men whose ancestry is Jost in
the promiscuity of the prison ships of
transportation.” °
But Anderson,¢ ag. well, went for the

jugular.
He attacked the “remarkably skillful

way” Hubbard “lured”? people into
Scientology and “kept (them) in sub-
jection once ensnarled.”
According to Anderson, Hubbardtold his

followers to “talk to anyone. . . do illness
research. . .and do casualty contacts.”
A direct take-out from the Australian

report describes the third method
(casualty contact) as the “inspiration of a
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. ghoul and**‘ised on exploiting grief." Of
this tech Hubbard writes: “One
takes ever newspaperhe canget his
hands on and cuts out from it every story
whereby he might have a preclear
(potential Scientologist), He either has the
address in the story itself or he gets the
address, as 3 minister, from the
newspuper.
“As speedily as possible,* quotes the

report, ‘he makes a call on the bereaved
or injured person. . He should represent
himself to the person or the person's

“ family as a minister whose compassion
was compelled by the newspaper story
concerning the person. He should then
enter the presenceof the person and give a
nominalassistance, leave his card which
states exactly where Church services are
held every Sunday and with the statement
that a much fuller recovery is possible by
coming to these free services, and then
make his departure. A great many
miracles will followin his wake and heis
later to. become the subject of the press
himself.
“However, in handling the press, we

should simply say that it is a mission of the «
Church to assist those who are in need of
assistance.”
Anderson was also appalled by the

method Hubbard used to keep his
adherents in line, putting through a
“security check any Scientologist whose
loyalty is in any way doubted.”
“Hubbard irresponsibly asserts,"’ said

Anderson, “that anyone who was out of
line in Scientology had a criminal or
communist or homosexual background."
On May.22,1961, Hubbard issued a policy

letter prescribing ‘‘The Only Valid
Security Check,” a fist .of 450 questions.
Responses to ‘the questions would be
monitored on the E-meter which measures
the reaction to each. .

Since!Scientology believes in pastlives,
someofthequestionsverges onthe bizarre. *
Asample;:
“Have you ever raped anyérle or been

raped; bebn’ ‘involved ‘in an‘ abortion,
committed’ adultery; bigamy,: practiced
homosexuality, had ,intercourse with a
member of your family, heen covaatt->

* practiced su. an

- about Scientology ...

uke

a
n

d sex with animals,
lept with a memberof

a race of another color, committed
culpable homicide, committed a
justifiable crime. bombed anything,
murdered anyone, hidden a body, at-
tempted suicide, caused a suicide, kid-
napped anyone, aided an informer,
betrayed anyone for monty, threatened
anyonewith a firearn)
“Are my questions embarrassing?

. Have you ever plotted lo destroy a
member of your family, had a memberof
your family in an insane asylum, ever
been pronounced insane,looted any place,
conspired with, anyone, practised fraud,
ever had anything to do with Communism

unfaithful,

,or been a Communist, been a newspaper
reporter?"

In 1968, another policy, letter apparently
* abolished such security checksbut there is
evidenceof exceptions.
More was to be said by governments

in Britain, South
Africa, and even Ontario. Most of what
wassaid wascritical.

In 1970, an Ontario Government com-
mittee on the healing arts, headed by
University of Toronto professor John Lee,
completed a report despite objections by
Scientologists that it was “infringing on
the religiaus freedom”of Scientalogy.

In the committee’s summary, it was
written: “Hubbard’s claims to have found
the only known cure for atomic radiation
effects is not only unsubstantiated, but, in
view of its obvious military value, hardly
likely to have beenleft uninvestigated by
military authorities if it was of any value
whatsoever.

|, ..The extracts from Hubbard's *
instructions’ to auditors, as well as
Victoria (Australia) demonstrations,
make it clear beyond a doubt that a
command form of hypnosis is involved in

. Scientology auditing, whether intended or
not.’”

Auditing, according to Scientology §
literature, is a process by which a preclear - §
(new Scientologist) is asked a series of &
questions while holding the E-meter.
Auditing “gets rid of unwanted barriers
that inhibit, stop or blunt a person’s
natural abilities.”
“We have ‘noted, however,” said the

Ontario report, “that those who survive
Scientology's rigorous training manifest a
most impressive self-assurance, poise,
and ability to communicate .
Seemingly unmoved by government

inquiries, Hubbard has written: “The
philosophy and practices of Scientology
will continue undaunted throughout the
years to come. No vested interests or
blackhearted politicians, no matter how
much powerthey seem to ally themselves~ /
with, can stop our thoughts or our com-'
munications.
“Scientology,” he said, “has gone too far

to be stopped by anyone. Once the mind
andthe spirit of Man has been freed of the
shackles of mental enslavements, all the
armies of the world, trying for a million
years, could not replace them.
“We will be here teaching and listening

when our opponents’ names are merely
misspelled references in a history book of
tyranny.”  



 

~Fcan mage Captain Blighlok like
a Sunday School teacher... there is

_ probably no limit on what | would do

to safeguard Man’s only road to freedom

against persons who seek to stop.

Scientology.’
— L, RonHubbard  

  
  



 

 
 

 |. ByMARKBONOKOsKI‘

@°" Writer. .
He left the Scientdt0gy organization five years ago,

supposedly “with the Old Man’s (Hubbard's)
blessing,’ yet he joined a gun club to have a .25-calibre
pistol and a .357 Magnumlegally within his reach.
He demanded, before being interviewed, that his

identity -be protected. He is now. a successful
businessman in northern Ontario and he fears not so
muchthe physical reprisals he will speak of but the
costly lawsuits the well-heeled church has the
reputation of levelling at merely a whisper of con-
troversy.

’

The only namehe will allow in print connecting him
with the cult is Clear 141, the certificate number on a
Church of Scientology docufnent which says “David”
— his pseudonym for this article — can “confront
anything and everything in the past, present, and
future.”” * * .
His involvement with Scientology beganin Florida 15

years ago andthe tech (short for technology)-remains
as a vital part of his life. The formal church, however,
he hascastoff as an evil force in the world today.
“The tech is incredible. It works, it gives one that

ability to communicate and handle whateverconfronts
him,” said David. .
“The tech is living, it’s a live thing. It's possible to

leave the org (organization) butit's impossible to leave
the tech.
“You comeoutof Scientology so aware, so attuned

that youliterally puke at the sight of how unaware the
outsiders are.
“So why should Scientology be stopped? It should be

stopped becauseit’s being run by a megalomaniac.L.
Ron Hubbardcould makeHitler look like a pussycat.

“I know him and he knows me.But I don’t know if the
Old Man (Hubbard)is benign orif it will be jackboots
and swastikas all over again.
“As I look back,"’ said David, “I can see Scientology

as a religion of psychoceramics . . . in other words,
crackpots.
“Lying is part of the gametheyplay.”
David stepped into Scientology in 1960 when the

religion was just beginningto flourish and he went on,
he says,to help Hubbard found the churchin Australia
andlater, in Toronto. yee tee
“I was an original memberofthefirst Groupof Five

in Phoenix whenScientology wasstill called Dianetics.
“The price is too high and I don’t mean just the

money,”hesaid. “! put about $30,000into Scientology
in time and money over those 10 years but I don’t
regret one penny.”

The money — the $30,000 — represents more thanjust a tithe to the Church of Scientology. It represents
10 years oftotal devotion to the sect. . . payment fortraining and time spent as a staff member of thechurch.It boils down to David earning $3,000 a year for10 years of his life, most of the money which, becauseof payments for additional training, went back intochurch coffers. co
In essence, he worked for nothing while bringing inand training new adherents to Scientology. Documentsshowthatsuchdevotion to the because docs not returnascash in the pocketof the individual Scientologist, onlycashin the coffers of Scientology.
““Way back then, I hadfailed at everything.,""Davidrecalled. ‘Failed at the navy, failed at everything Itouched. I was on my way towards committing suicideuntill got involved with the Old Man.
“If it wasn't for my application of the tech, I wouldn'thave been able to put down the money six months agoto buy this business,” said David.

_ “Yes, the tech works but the price is too high. It’s notjust dollars and cents,it costs you yoursoul.”David firmly believes ‘no one on this planet canoutpowerthe Old Man.

a

would be dead of warts in three days,I’d start making
out my will,” said David. “I may not die of warts but I
wouldn't take odds that, within three days, I'd be dead:
of something.
‘Hubbardis an unbelieveable human being. He’s not

even human and you can forgetall that space opera
crapoftravelling outside your body. In the beginning I
wasenticed byit but I was soonto realizeit’s not really
there.
“I wantto see the Old Man stopped before he takes

over this planet. But, before anyone can understand
this and fight it," said David, “he has to get into
Scientology and,oncethere, he’s lost.
“He takes pot-headed kids, failures, whatever, and

he programsthen,trains them, and gets their loyalty.
“Then,”said David, “‘they’ll work their asses off for

him,Co anything he says — for love.”
For that reason, said David, he has those two guns at

his disposal.
“The Old Man knowsI've twigged. You don’t haveto

put too manypieces togetherto realize the control he
has over peoples’ lives. Any of the fanatics in the
organization could decide, one day, todo the Old Mana
favor and comeafter me to shut me up.
“As I stand now, I am not dangerous to the

organization but, if you've got a Scientologist by the
tail and my knowledge could put the Old Man in
danger, then mylife is in danger.”
The public rarely sees Scientology . . . behind-the-

scene, Public relations mistakes are few but, when
they come, they comeas hard-core blunders.
Almost paramilitary in bluntness was a scene wit-

nessed last yearbycitizens in Clearwater, Fla., shortly
after the Church ofScientology purchased a downtown
landmark, the Fort Harrison Hotel, for $2:3 million,
cash. Seen on the balconiesof the hotel were patrolling
Scientology guards dressed in black jackets and
carrying billy clubs and mace. Only after ‘prolonged
objections from the city’s mayor did the guards
disappear.

The most blatant example, however, of bad PR was
an internal-policy questioned by most government
inquiries into Scientology. It was a practice titled
“Fair Game,”a policy under which a defector, such as-

 

' “If he was to walk in here tight now and tell me I
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David, could be‘ ‘deprived of property i@e by

@any means. . .sued,lHiedto,ordestroy. /

Hubbardonce spoke darkly of handling enemiesvia
“Auditing Process R2-45,"" meaning a .45-calibre bullet
through the head, but this was just a joke, say his
followers, and there was no accusation of any such
terminal excommunications.
Seemingly to be on the safe side of things, Hubbard

issued a policy letter on Oct. 21, 1968 stating: ‘‘The
practice of declaring people FAIR GAMEwill cease.
FAIR GAMEmaynot appear on any Ethics Order.It
causes badpublic relations.”

Notice the word “declaring” and the phrase ‘‘may
not appear." .
And, as well, there was a second paragraph to the

order which took care of any possible misin-
terpretation: .
“This P/L (policy Jetter) does not cancel any policy

on the treatment.of handling of an SP (Suppressive
Person).”
David, however, who claims to have had close

. -contact with Hubbard up until 1970, says he never
« heard of an R2-45 being carried out.

“I've seen people being crippled . . . temporarily,
and abused,but not out-and-outkilled.

“If there was, prior to 1969, I would have known
aboutit. :
**Anyhow,” he said, rather jokingly, “I'm already

supposed to be dead. According to the dogma, no
Scientologist is supposed to be able to survive on the
outside for morethan five years without going crazy or
dying. . .

“It’s a scab on the Scientology ass that I’m alive and
doing so well up here. '

“It was rough, ‘* he said, “‘but I applied someof the
Old Man's tech which says an organization cannot be

: beaten by an individual.
“T was lucky when I ran outto find a sane terminalin

the womanwhohassince become my wife. She became ,
my anchor and I hung onto her until I found my
business partner and he became mysecond anchor.
“That makes three people and three people is an

organization. So, at the age of 37,Clear 141 is clear.”

(NEXT: Getting out)
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BLACK-JACKET guard, armed with biliy club and
Mace, patrols a balcony of the Fort Harrison Hotel In

Fla., shortly after the cult purchased It for
$2.3 million cash. Guards were removed after protests.
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7am not interested in wog morality
! am only interested in getting the show on the read
and: keeping it there... Don't explain. Penetrate. .
We are the frst group on earth who knew What they
were talking about. Sail in. The workl’s ours. Own it’

meeeeRomHubbard, Founder
\ | ( TheChurch of Scientology.
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By MA=K’BONOKOSK|
Giwriter

Warren Hellyer, the 20-year-old son of 4 prosperousBrantford-area farmer, second cousin to Tory MP PaulHellyer, left the world of the “wogs”’ with the dream oftravelling outside his body, perhaps fighting spacebattles of past lives, maybe visiting Heaven, andSailing in to own

a

pieceofthe planet, Earth.
Warren Hellyer became a Scientologist, paying out,in a nine-monthperiod, $7,100 towards the achievementof his dream.
Today, however, Warren Hellyeris once again in the- world of the “wogs,” beings not defined in normaldictionaries.
In the Dianetics and Scientology Technical Dic- *tionary, however, “wog" exists with the followingdefinitions:
1. “Worthy Oriental gentleman. This means acommon," ordinary, run-of-the-mill, garden-varietyhumanoid. 2. a wog is somebody who isn't eventrying.” .
In laymanterms,a “‘wog” isa non-Scientologist.The return of Warren Hellyer to the traditional normwasagainst his will. He was virtually kidnapped byWalterHellyer, his father, while he was methodicallyStripped ofhis beliefs in Scientology by Steven North, a22-year-old Nova Scotian trained in cult deprogram-ming by the U.S. crusader Ted (Black Lightning)Patrick. J
“Call it what you will,” said North. ‘Rescue, kid-napping, abduction. They're all, technically, againstthe law.
“But the end justifies the means. It’s just one morestep towards quashing groups that use deceit andheavy brainwashing to make millions.”*
North admits he began “idealistically with the desireto smashall cults” because when he wasfirst hit, hewashit close to home. His older brother, Alan, becamea Hare Krishna devotee in Ottawa three years agowhile attending university and it cost the North family$5,000 to “‘save”’their son. They did it through the skillsof Patrick, known as “Black Lightning”to those in aweof his swift abductions and “Black Satan”to those hehasfailed to deprogram.
Recently, however, North has taken the vanguard indeprogramming cultists, travelling to Europe andthroughout North America on “missions of mercy”forparents whowanttheir children “rescued.”
Patrick, the self-appointed scourge of religiousfanaticism was recently sent to Theo Lacey Correc-tional Institute at Orange, Calif., to serve one year injail for “false imprisonment” Stemming from one ofhis missions.
In Canada, North became Cult Enemy No. 1 whenPatrick was banned from the country over a year ago.Since then, however, North has run’ into his ownproblems. During an October mission into Connecticut,North was sidetracked to deprogram a Scientologistand found himself under arrest for “unlawfulrestraint” and possession of a dangerous weapon--mace. Hehassince returned to Canada on a $100 bailbond and , according to Connecticut Sources, charges

likely will be dropped,
Following the Hellyer episode, however, the TorontoChurch of Scientology was quick in releasing astatement damning Patrick and his “acolyte” StevenNorth.
The statementread,in part, that Patrick has writtendeprogramming involved kicking in the stomach,physical restraint, grabbing the crotch and squeezing |hard...
“Patrick and his cohorts work as modern-day

Vigilantes, with no respect for human rights orreligious belief, especially to adherents who are overage.
**, . . Often the deprogrammed person ends up as astaunch admirer of Patrick or one of his fellows. This
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Deprogrammer Steve North, left, and Warren Hellyer.

 

has happened in Canada in the case of Warren
Hellyer.””
North does not deny the tactic of limiting sleep to

cultists being deprogrammed and admits “violence”
sometimes happens.
“Yes, it’s probably occurred. If nothing could bedone with them,they could get a punch in the face,”said North. “But we always have the family presentthroughout the entire session. As far as a vigilante

technique, what parentis Soing to sit back and watchtheir daughter raped or son beaten? That's just afabrication of cults who would like to see me sitting inajail cell like Ted (Patrick),”
North also did not deny Hellyer became “somewhatdependent” upon him following the deprogramming

session in late July “mainly because I had, over aperiod of 13 hours, stripped him of everything he was
Striving to believein.
“He was spiritually naked, vulnerable. But thedependency wearsoff eventually,”’ said North. -
For Hellyer, the dependency took nearly a month tosubside. He spent most of the time following thedeprogrammingin Nova Scotia at the North home andeven wentwith Northona deprogramming assignment

in the Carolinas.
Finally, he returned to his father’s 300-acre farm inWaterford and, after toying with the idea of entering

the University of Guelph, settled down in a media
course at a Toronto colicge. Meanwhile, lawyers areattempting to seek out the return of the $7,100 Hellyerinvested in what he now calls a “science fiction
religion.”

“I was duped,” said Hellyer, whose road from the**wog world"into the realm of Scientology began witha trip to Europe following completion of high schooland “‘a search for some kind of answer to life.” “Itcame in one big splash,” said Hellyer. “I wasn't inCopenhagen four days when I was approached by a

f
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‘egson who wanted my, personal opinion o% :
Biers and the frustration of not being able

plete a task. ‘He was a ‘body router’, a Scien.
tologist whos hat (job) is to get people into the org
(organization) and keep, the stats (statistics) and
révenue up.”

*An example of such-*body routing’’ and what it
means in dollars-and-cents {o the movement have been
found within confidential documents from the Toronto

" Church of Scientology.
¢: An interfral publication’‘each Friday lists the number
of few people entering the organization off the street.
On June 16, 1972, for example, the Ordersof the Day in
the Toronto organization showed 168 new names to
“central file.” Another document indicates each new
namerepresents a potentional $10,000 lo the church.

“It's high-pressure sales and I was naive and trusted
their sincerity and belief that the world outside was
bad although the people were basically good’I could
see myselfhelping,” said Hellyer. “It got really crazy
later but; at that moment, it sounded good.” For
about two months, Hellyer spent his time taking
courses..and chauffering org representatives around
Europeto visit various Scientology missions.
During auditing sessions, a probing of a person's «

present relationships and elusive memories from past
lives that might hamper his road to the level of
Operating Thetan, a superentity conceived by Hub-
bard, Hellyer began makingupstories of past lives. He
talked about once being an Indian and sccing
Columbus’ ships.
For, not until Hellyer reached the pinnacle of

Operating Thetan,could he leave his body andtravel to
other planets as Hubbard has claimed to have done.
“Now,” said Hellyer, “I can’t believe what happened

to me. I want fo’start my own life now. Scientology
can’t be trusted. It’s all sci-fi, like the Saturday mor-
ning cartoon showswith all that space garbage.”

Hellyer’s eventual breakway began when depression
set in when he couldn’t convince his parents, by mail,
that he wason the road to a newlife.
The Copenhagen HCO (Hubbard Communications

Officer) Judy Speers, an American, refused to agree to
Hellyer returning to Canada to convince his parents
Scientology was whathe neededin fife.

- “Because of my mixed-up mind,Speerssaid it would
go against the religion to send a ‘potential trouble
source’ back into the environment. She kept saying
more auditing would sort out my troubles.

“Finally,” said Hellyer, ‘I slipped out the window
and caught a flight home, intending to straighten out
my parents while taking more Scientology courses in
Toronto.
“Because of my treasonous act of blowing from

Copenhagen, I labored 30 hours at the Toronto org
chippingice off the sidewalk.

“YT bought 150 hours of auditing sessions for $5,400
and, through that auditing, the Toronto org got very
close to the problems ] was having at home with my
parents’ disapprovalofScientology.

“It was making mesick. I even left home for awhile
toliveina motel"

. Finally, in mid-July, Hellyer was “diverted” home
by oneof his father’s hired hands. When he walkedin,
there was Steven North and his partner, Rick
Greenwald,from Cle, eland.
“There was no usein trying to escape,’said Hellyer,

“The doors were guarded by someof father’s men and
eventhe gate out to the road wasblocked.

“T hated my parents for what they were about lo put
me through but in the morning, whenit was all over, |
felt love fur them and knew how much they caredfor.
me.
“In the morning, Steve and I went out the back and

burned all my books on Scientology. “HM was asifallthe °
chains were unlocked from my mind.”

(NEXT: Tactics)

 

 

 



 

‘Societ’ &é pretty crazy. It’s a ,M@jungle. So it
will take alot of work. We must be willing

fo put in that work as a group or we'll be _

knocked out.

‘Remember, CHURCHESARELOOKED UPON

AS REFORM GROUPS. .

“Therefore, we must act like a reform group.”

an _— L. Ron Hubbard, Founder
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ARK BONOKOSKI1
\ Staff Writer
On April 20, Dr. Bette Stephenson, then

the acting minister of health, stood up in
the Queen’s Park legislature and agreed lo
look at what NDP Opposition Leader
Stephen Lewis called the ‘worrisome
aspect of Scientology’s involvement with
mental health.” oo. .
WhatLewis found ‘‘worrisome”’ was the

story of 24-year-old Kathy Tulumello of
Welland, a diagnosed schizophrenic who
was taken from Hamilton Psychiatric
Hospital after the Church of Scientology
convinced her father, Joseph, that the
institution was “no good.”

Released under the medical supervision
of Dr. Kathleen Kerr, a Toronto general
practitioner and Scientologist, Miss
Tulumello was taken off medicationand
placed in the Toronto home of Narconon
Inc., which uses techniques developed by °
Scientology founder L. Ron Hubbard to
rehabilitate drug addicts, alcoholics and
ex-convicts. .

A year. and a half later, however, she
returned to Hamilton Psychiatric Hospital
after voluntarily signing herself into the
psychiatric ward of Welland General
Hospital last winter. Both her father and
psychiatrist believe she lost valuable
rehabilitation time while at Narconon.

Quick repfy
Following Lewis’ talk in the House,

Liberal Leader Stuart Smith picked up the
gauntlet and lashed out against the Church
of Scientology but fell short of demanding
a royal commission into the’ cult’s ac-
tivities in the field of mental health.

Quick with a reply — as always — to
criticism, Scientology spokesman Doug
Pearse wrote to The Sun: “We see Dr.
Smith’s comments as an attempt to muzzle
our criticisms against psychiatry in On-
tario. Dr. Smith; being a psychiatrist,
rushes in in defence to try and stifle
criticism from the most reform-minded-
group on ‘mental health — the Scien-
tologists. .

“The church welcomes the suggested
inquiry,’ challenged Pearse. “We are
exposing real abuses — so let’s haveit and
see who has the crimes. Let’s see the
patients present their stories, and let’s

,- hear the psychiatric justifications for’ *:
shock treatment, lobotomy and all other
total-contral measures they indulge in.”

‘What Pearse did in the way of rebuttal
was straight from the Hubbard text on how
to handle ‘Attacks on Scientotogy."’ In
fact, there's even a formula.

In.a Feb. 25, 1966 policy letter, Hubbard
said: “Shift the spotlight to them. No
matter how. Doit. Let’s say some branch
of government Wantsto investigate us via
the press. Just apply the formula.

“,. «We welcome a public inquiry into
(that branch activity) as we already have
begunto investigate their (~—~-).*

“If we do this right," said Hubbard, “the
press, instead of trying to invent reasonsto

‘

attatn Bistart hanging around for our
next lurid scoop.”
Perhaps the Scientology tactic is suc-*

cessful. Stephenson's statement to the
legislature was, in effect, thé first public
acknowledgement of the 1970 recom-
mendation of the Committee on the
Healing Arts that ‘public authorities...
should keep the activities of Scientology
underconstantscrutiny." °

The recommendation, however,is easier
to say than do. The Churchof Scientology
has an uncanny way of disguising its
“social -reform” activities so that the
forest can’t be seenfor the trees.

Drugprogram
A minor example: of-this followed the

release of the 1970 government report on
Scientology. Using the exact. format,
layout, and type faces employed by the
government printer, the Church of
Scientology published a “correction”
booklet. Without taking a closer look, one
would think the government had made a
colossal goof regarding material on the
Scientologists and was forced to make a
quick retraction. But, it just wasn’t so.

Then, there’s Narconon, a program
geared to drug rehabilitation. Scientology
denies there is a connection other than a
mutual application of Hubbard
technology. Scientologists deny they putin
or take out money from Narconon.

But, on August 29, 1972, Hubbard issued
a statement under a Narconon heading
stating: ‘‘The incomparable Guardian
Office (the legal, intelligence, and public
relations branch of Scientology) has been
running Narconon (Drugs-no!) program ‘
over the world. .

“The program is now fully-subsidized — :
statepaid —in one country andonestate «
and contributed to by governments in,
severalother locales,” Hubbard wrote.

The implication left by Hubbard is that
Scientology backs, fully, a Narconon
program until it can get a government
subsidy. There is- even Scientology
literature on the 12 steps towards setting
up a Narconon program. The 12th step
reads: ‘Keep attendance records and get
students to send in weekly reports to
RON"”’.. . . meaning L. Ron Hubbard.

Gungho groups
Furthur proof of Scientology money in

Narconon is in a letter addressed to the
Calgary Church of Scientology in June,
1973, from Joe Luca, director of publicity
for Narconon in Los Angeles. It reads:
“Our success is due largely to the con-
tributions that Scientology orgs (short for
organizations) and franchises trave given
us.”” .

Accordingto Scientology documents, the
method of breaking in to ‘‘social reform’
was devisedin the late ’60s. Fronts appear
to be used, names of organizations with
credible-sounding projections. The name

ON oemm* .
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of the’-QiiRation was “Gungho Groups,”
later changed to GAS (Guardian Affair
Scientology).

= Sm

The innovator was a Canadian Scien-
tologist named Ron McCann who
described his schemeasfollows:

“‘Gungho groups are the first Scien-
tology attempt to‘build a world govern-
ment. They are a foothold in the com-
munity by which to eventually govern.
Whatis done in the Gungho group is to

‘influence what the community thinks
about Scientology." -
McCann warned “if anyone starts

hassling you. . . attack.”

In his general summary concerning the
set-up of-a Gungho operation, McCann.
said: ‘“‘When presenting your projects for
support, use ALTITUDE. Dress well,
speak well, speak with authority. Bear in
mind that Scientologists. are the only *
‘people onthis planet uniquely equipped to
take over government. ‘

_‘*You have Elks Lodges, Rotary Clubs,
civic groups, women's associations,
student unions, etc,” said McCann. ‘Most
of them are starved for projects.

_ Charfes Manson
Get agood letterhead and don't name

the grqup as a Gungho groupas such. Ron
"<Hubbard) used an inconspicious name —
the Citizens’ Improvement something or
other. ‘An eye-catching symbol,
professionally-designed,: but not a

in the letterhead ard on cards.

“Another good idea,” said McCann, Sis
to try and get a public figure and havehis
name appearonyotir stationery.” .

Scientology symbol, could be,incorporated.

. McCann said the “time is not far off,
* when. Scientology. orgs Bo into AF-
FLUENCE(his capitals):and POWER,not
solely on rising inéomestatistics, but on

- the booming export statistics of the,
country.

“And the tool. . .the Gungho Group.”
»Another “tool” towards public ac-

ceptance of Scientolegy is the use of
“celebrities,” those who will take the
podium and advancethe cause of Scien-
tology. Former star quarterback John
Brodie credits Scientology withsaving his °
throwing arm and winning him the Player
of the Year honors in, the 1963 National
Football League season with the San
Francisco 49ers,

Film actress Karen Black and New York
electronic keyboard wizard Chick Corea
have publicly endorsed Scientology as the
keytotheirsuccegs.

.. Kept in the background and vehemently
dented ag a Scientologist by, of course,
Scientologists, is Charles» Manson,
mastermind of the Sharon Tate mass
murders who claims to have reached
Scientology's highest-tevel — theta clear —-
while in prison. . : .

Describing the connection'in the best-
seller Helter Skelter, Log Angeles District

>
\

Attorney @.., Bugliosi wrote that
Mansonstated he “has never settled upon
a religious formula for his beliefs and is
presently seeking an answer to his
question in the new mental health cult
knownasScientology.”
While it is nearly impossible to tabulate

the financial power of the Church of
Scientology, especially in Canada where
freedom of information lawsare tighter, a
Florida newspaper — the St. Petersburg
Times — stated ‘11 of 12 Scientology
churches holding U.S. tax exemption
status as non-profit religious organizations
sent nearly one-third of the $3-million they
collected in 1974 to the Churchof Scien-
tology in California, which haditsfederal
tax exemption status revoked‘for violating
federal tax laws.

Toronto org
“Nine of the churches acknowledged

deposits totalling $1-million in bank ac-
counts in the West European Grand Duchy
of Luxembourg,outside the jurisdiction of
the U.S. Internal Revenue Service.
On a lesser scale, piecemeal documents

‘from the Toronto org of the Church of
. Scientology indicate weekly sums in -the
hundreds, sometimes thousands, go out to
the branchin California.

In one document, a “commendation” ,
went out to Toronto Scientologists Bryan
Levman and Emile Gilbert in 1972 ‘for
coming up, ‘always, with great ideas on
how to make more money and thus per-
mitting an increasing flow to Flag. This
week, we sent the most money eversentto
Flag by the Toronto org — $3.500.”" |

Interesting is how bodies equal money.
The Toronto org, for exampie, will keep a
file on anyone who buys a book or takes the
"free Scientology personality test.
Everything is considered ‘‘potential.”’
The Orders of the Day on Feb. 29, 1972,

read: ‘There are over 3,000 people in C/F
(Central File). Each folder is worth at
least $10,000. That meansa potential of $30
million. Yes! ! $30,000,000.”

Time put in
And perhaps even moreinteresting is

the comparison of time put into Scien-
tology versus time in a bona fide univer-
sity.

In June, 1972, Phil McAiney, then the
public relations head for the church in
Canada, wrote a memoto the staff of the
Toronto org.

“I’ve just worked out the university
equivalent ofhow much time you work for
Ron (Hubbard). I estimated 9 a.m. to
midnight, six days a week as an average,”
said McAiney.

“This equals 90 hours per week times 52,
equalling 4,680 hours per year. I averaged
25 hours a week for actual university
training and study which comesoutto 525
hoursper year.”
* According to his calculations, one year
in Scientology equals eight years in
university.
The Jast line of his memo said

“Congratulations all you sages!"
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(News) Reporters are the kiss of death unless oneis

really an expert PRman himself. Reporters have to be
handledand well. If truly friendly they have to be |
wooed. Ifnot they have to be handied.
The routine is: 1. Whisperofa bad story; 2. Got a

lawyer; 3: Threaten suit.’
aeoe rseeee

alABu"L Ron Hubbard,Founder     
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.ByNV <BONOKOSK)

En. SBF Writer
In Febriiary of 1974,a casket was carrieddown the main “street of Sutton, Ont.,representingthe funeralof the “lost souls”*of the McLean family,
No one had’‘died. The funeral was sym-bolic, yet sinister. The Church of Scien.tology was buryingits “dead.”Nan McLean, an ordained minister of the

the organization in October, 1972; takingher husband,Eric, son Bruce, and his WifeDawn. woe ay.Her other stin,* ohn, “blew” from: theorganization shor : afterwards. He Was:
mate on the Hubbard flagship, Apollo, a.328-foot, 3,378:ton vessel Which sailed the,Seas as a tratning school and the rovingheadquarters of Scientology. John McLeanwas a memberof-the.Sea Org (short for‘orgahization);= ©.iWhen he’ jimped ship, he‘uséd thePretext he wasg. ng to talk the rest of hisfamily back into the movement.’He neverreturned to the ‘Apolic.Scientologists claimhe now owes them $17,500 as a“Freeloader.”
Backin ’72, the.McLeans were preparedto “keep our mouths shut (about: Scien-.tology) andjustlive our ownlives, .“TI was tired of :being a perso whereScientology came first? .” saiq Mrs,8McLean. “EI was tired of putting Scien.

  
   Thad to getout.” . . ,What the McLeans wanted in * thebeginning was,, Simply, the money backfrom courses not. taken. Settling for ‘lessthan the $4,800 they expectéd:“Erie andNan McLean were prépared to-"‘just fadeaway. . . untilit all Started to happen,’

vy

Thé day :their money was returnea,neighbors ofthe McLeansin Sutton beganreceiving atonymous Phonecalls claiming“those folks next door” were involvedineverything: from. embezzlement toadultery. John's fiance even received acall from a young temptress who Said shewas havingan affair with John, .“Eric, a >4-year-old auto mechanicsteacheron'leaveto the Ontarjo SecondarySchool Teachets' Federation, Waspicketedat a meeting he was addressing and laterWas accused, anonymously, of operating a“scam” whereby students fixed old carsfor him — on class time, iss“Enough,” said Nan McLean, “wasenough. We were not Boing to allowScientologists to quiet us.""The MclLeans turned to the press .. ,“the kiss of death" jn the Hubbard books.hey went on 4 country-wide tour,Rathering information and materials fromother eféetars on the organizati ‘spower,influence, athics and money, Twent on radio and television, and describedtheir plight, in minute detail, ‘to°newspapers,
Tronivally, it was at aboutthis time thatnewspaper clippings on the Church ofScientology mysteriously disappearedfrom’ the Toranto Sun library, And, ac.

      
   

Churchof Scientology in Toronto, had left:

amongtheelite af the movement,.a third..

tology above and beyond my own integrity.-

 

   

  

 

   

‘cording to newsreporters in the City, theSarhe happened at the Toronto Star and theGlobe and‘Mail, ‘3
The anti-Scientology campaign by theMcLeans had, in one quick swoop, movedthem from a “standard, ordinary, church-ethics condition” into the Scientologyrealm of “Suppressive People,” :““Suppressives”" were spelled out byHubbard is a Dec. 23, 1965, policy letterwhich said: .
“A suppressive Person or group is onethat‘actively seeks to suppress or damageScientology or 4 Sciehtologist by sup-Pressive acts,” ° .’_ In the most famous Section of-the policyletter, Hubbard stated a “suppressivePersonor group becomes ‘fair game’. The °SP may not be furthur protected by thecodes and disciplines of Scientology or'therights of a Scientologist.’ :Nearly three years ater, Hubbardcancelled “fair game”becauseit “causesbad public relations.” .

s = r ‘Fair game" award
Tronically, however, in June of 1974, L..Gene Allard of Fort Lauderdale, Fla., aformer bookkeeper with thechurch in LosAngeles, was awarded $300,000 in damage:by a jury after contending the churchdeclared him “fair game” and had himmaliciously prosecuted. The “fair game”quote came from Allard’s. lawyer to aUnited Press International reporter,According to the lawyer, Los Angelesattorney, Marshall Morgan,the Church of   
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 Scientélogy“appealad the case and an
“appel’=“<x cOurt= reduced’ the -punitive
dami @: $250,000 to $50,000-but kept
ithe’ juo “ent "for
“$50,000, “Hevoy 4

Thé Church

.
gerieral daniages atj Gam

chof Scientology has, said
Morgan, paidxoff the final settlement
totalling $100,000.-

Hubbard has, directed his adherents on
how to “handle” the press and sup-
pressives and many Scientology memocs
andletters brag of courtroom conquests.
Example from an April, 1973, letter from

Jane Kember, Guardian World Wide of the
Church of, Soienfology, working under
Hubbard’as “Founder”: >"

‘“*, . . Another legal’win was the Bernie-
Green case. He is penalized costs and his
other, suits look very sick indeed and
maybe now this stupid SP will get off our
lines.” cones:
Example froma May13, 1973 letterfrom

Susan Surgeoner, then working out of the -
Toronto organization as head of Canadian
public relations with the church:
“ . Occasionally, however, these

‘merchants of chaos’ as Ron (Hubbard)
calls them geta little tiresome and come
up with things like the CTV smear otf
Scientology.

Cuitists press suit
“|. . Meanwhile, the church’s legal

department has sued the people respon-
sible for the TV show .
minded ghouls who dared to try and stop
the expansionof Scientology are scurrying
around in their basement conference
rooms hiding from the press and: govern-
ments’ accusing fingers. After they've
stewed long enough, we might —if we-have’
the time— offer them the Treason Formula
on behalfof all Canadians.” tt.
The language is grandiose and up-front..

Lawsuits come quickly, against press and
public. alike. Nan McLean and family are,-
facing nearly a half-dozen Scientology-“"
initiated lawsuits, two in the U.S., the rest .
in Canada. , .
The most recent lawsuit levelled —

asking $300,000 damagesfor ‘slander and

conspiracy to injure the Church. of

Scientology — camejust two weeks agoout

of Tampa. .,
The McLeans, who claim to have in-

vested more than $12,000 of personal

money into the church — plus countless

hours ag staff members — now have

a

total

of approximately $7 million in lawsuits

against them by the Church of Scientology..
But, it doesn’t stop there.
Imposed on Mrs,, McLean in Mayof 1974

was a court injunction ordering her not to

make public statements on television or

radio which ‘“‘attack, malign, impugn or

defame” the church. The church, in

return, was ordered not to carry on public
demonstrations against Mrs. Mclean,

desribe herin literature as a “lost soul” or

refer to her previous association with the
church. :
The injunction, now over, two years old,

is a “monkey on my back which

the Scientologists wantto keep,”’ said Mrs.
McLean,- ‘because [have enough in-
formation to ekpose their game in a
courtroom.”

x
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. . Now these’mud- ”

o8

Sharé1 ~to a:Hubbard policy letter of
August,, which reads: “Remember
one thing, re not running a business,

we arerunning a government. We are in

direct control of people’s lives.”
aa a .Two:nabbedet

As if by coincidence, on April 17, 1974,

two Toronto.-Scientologists — Michael
Chornopesky, 22, and Allen Coulson, 31 —
were arreated inside a locked elevator
room on the 17th floor of 330 Universily
Avenue. They carried two suitcases, lock-

picking equipment, and three flashlights.
* Their intention, said police, was to break
into the law office of Weir and Foulds.
The next day, the samelaw firm was due

in court to represent Nan McLeanin one of
her manycivil courtactions levelled on her
since her defection by the Church of
Scientology. .. .
Eighteen monthslater, the two burglars

were placed on probation for a period of
two years. ’
At that time, Chornopesky was a

member of the Guardians,a unit of the
international Church of Scientology
responsible, among other things, for
security and the protection oft
organization’ reputation. 4

Six days before the arrests of Chor- .
nopesky and Coulson, Kember described
thes McLeansituation in a Guardian in-
formation letter to all Scientologists:

“In Vancouver, a motley crew of
Communists and otherriff-raff — namely
the McLeans — launched an attack via a
radio program on the Church of Scien-
tology. Guardian Office Canada and a
‘back-up mission from World-Wide moved
in With devastating repercussions.

' “Standard atiack’.
“Legal (branch? sued everyoneforlibel

and- conspiracy,” said Kember, ‘and
applied for criminal prosecutions. An
injunction was obtained from the Court of
Appeal to‘restrain furthur Hbels and the
Chief Justice stated that: we were a
religious body. . .. . .
“PRmoved in,.got out a Freedom (a

Scientology newspaper), and did standard:
attack actions. 4
“The McLeans flew back to Ontario and

did another TV program so Legal promptly
got a court order restraining them from
furthur excesses.”
While Kember’s description of the

McLeans as “Communists and otheryriff-
ra(f,’ iseems harsh, it comes close to
seaming ¢oniplimentary when compared
to verbage levelled against one ‘“‘sup-

~pressive’ named Ross Moshier of Ket-
tering, Ohio. +
Proof of Moshier’s character

assassination‘by Andy Bagley, a minister
ofthe.Church of Scientology in New York,
wasfiled‘on Sept. 29, 1967 id the U.S. Court
of Claims. .

if nothingelse, the letter fo Moshier from
Bagley is blatant harassment. It reads, in
part: .
“Rather than Iet my lawyers haveall the

fun, I will write to you (Meshier) this once
and straighten youout. [ have a great urge

ae

Continued on Page If i.
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“We

Scientology
*

to beggar you to your last
pair of socks but [ will curb
the desire a little longer.

“First,” wrote Bagley, “1
am an ordained minister of
the Church of Scientology. 1
am not a hoodlum, bankrupt,
or racketeerj at all. Scien-
tology is not a racket. It is a
very well-documented
religion and if you had the
wit of a demented swine
head you would have read
those piecesof literature so
graciously sent yau.
‘You issue harsh

judgments of people. Not
everyone has your benighted
view oflife. Not everyone is
a mass murderer like
yourself.
“, . . Yes, I know quite a

bit about you and your work
on various projects during
the war. How do you sleep at
night?

“If you want to start a
donnybrook,'’ warned
Bagley, ‘wail away, I'l just
start my people to work on
you and then, before long,
you will be broke, out of a
job, and broken in health.
Then I can have my nasty
little chuckle about you and
then turn around and get
back to work. Do you wantto
furnish me-with something
to chuckle about? You won't
take long to finish off. Maybe
three weeks,
**Remember,”finished oft

Bagley, “I am not a mealy-
mouthed, psalm-chantihg
preacher. I am a minister‘of
the Church of Scientology! I
am able to healthe sick, and
I do. But [ have other
abilities, which include the
knowledge of men's- minds,
which I will use to crush you
to your knees. You or any
other wretch that stands in
the wayfor alittle while. . .
‘causethelist is long, but the
careers areshort for those

“~*who have jousted with us.”
The letter ended with the

post-script:
“Don't reply to this letter.

If I want to get in touch with
you I'll be able to find you.
Anywhere,”

ae oeeeee
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Continued from Page18 -. Bo
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—— The Sun recently completed a nine-part series| GN Scientology.The organization has asked |for an opportunity to reply. This has heen grantedand Scientology's case is presented herewith,The Sun does so without moving from the Position’ that the material in the series was a fair presentation, g aap. — TheEditor ..
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“Ideas, and notb. park the forwardprogress of
* mankind, Individuals,: and not masses, - formthe
culture of the race.” L, Ron Hubbard, Founder ot
Scientology te % oe

The Sun series “raises:many points “of ‘interest in
relation to Scientologyandits generalsituation across.
the world. After all, controversy is considered -the.,
breath oflife in the news media. But this recentseries ~
has had manyinteresting spinoffs. .
As L. Ron Hubbard was quoted as saying . in thei

second ofthe series, “violent attack makes the subject _
that is under attack known. [ have learned. that-
whenever Scientology has been attackedin the past,dts --
growthrate is accelerated.”
Hubbard is right. Last week more people thanever

cameinto the Church ofScientology on Avenue Roadin
Toronto to find out for themselves. Hubbard's book,
Dianetics: Thé Modern Science of Menta! Health,
printed by Simon and Schuster in paperback,‘is
currently selling in excess of 5,000 copies a week. In
Montreal, out of 30,000 printed for the September,
launchofthe French languageedition, noneareleft.
And Gabriel (Gabe) Casares, Mayor of Clearwater,

Fila. was defeated two to one in the U.S. elections last-
Tuesday.
{tis unlikely the Scientology vote in Clearwater

would have tipped the scales against him. ‘Apart from
being non-political, Scientologists comprise only about
1.5 per centof the U.S. population: Election opposition
would have come from manyothers.

eee

Probably any upset that Scientology or other
minority groups experience today can be traced to
certain conditions which exist in the field of mass
media.

“Journalism for a long time has been following the
pattern of using “conflict” to gain what is called
readerinterest. -
‘Two ideas in opposition quite commonly lead to

violence.
Northern Irejand’s conflict of religious faith, student

riots where the students’ ideas are in opposition to
ideas of the faculty or establishment, even conflict
between East and West are all Situations in which
conflict can result from contrary ideas.
Scientology is a case in point.

Controversy
Butin the examination of such controversy,the most

vital question of all has yet to be answered, namely,
how come Scientology grows and grows? Why does
Hubbard’s technology work? Why do film stars, pop
artists, Barbarino, Edward Bear and many more
entertainment celebrities enjoy Scientology? And why
do artists, businessmen, housewives, dentists, doctors,
lawyers and even some psychiatrists spend time in
studying the technology of a man considered by many
to be the best everfriend they have?
OmarV. Garrison,the investigative writer from the

U.S. called Hubbard a genius. Arthur Lewis, the
British MP, stated in August this year that L. Kon
Hubbard should receive the Nobel Peace prize. Her-
bert Graham,the ex-deputy premier of West Australia
publicaly apologised for his country’s harsh treatment
of the. church prior to federal recognition in 1973, and
‘tated “God bless and good wishes as you follow the
deals and principles of L. Ron Hubbard.”
Perhaps the most overlooked point in this whole

affair is that the man whofor 26 years has successfully
campaigned to expand his technology might know
exactly what he is talking about. When he says ‘“‘be
impudent’ . -. ‘tmake it rough, rough on the at-
tackers”. . “society is pretly crazy”. . . “Sam only
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interested;an getting the show on the road"’... or
“taxes existonly to destroy businesses,” Hubbard is
factuallyexpressing sentiments echoed by many, be
they, Scientologists or not: After all 50 per cent of the
people on the planet would agree they were spiritual
beings;. seeking ta survive. If not that, then what are
ou?

y And whythen, a few weeks back did Warren Hellyer,
supposedly deprogrammed of his Scientology beliefs,
return to the Church AFTER the deprogramming to
“see my friends?’ Or why are several professional

‘people iin medicine, education and the clergy anxious to
* combatthe inherent dangers of deprogramming. None

of them are Scientologists, but human rights have to be
protected —reforms need to be made.
Factually deprogramming is endurable if you are

strong; vicious when used on the weak. British
psychiatrist William Sargant stated early October,
“it is the sort of thing Charles Manson used on people
and very muchthesortof thing that was done to Patty
Hearst.”
Sargant calls it -‘‘a devastating technique, first

elaborated by the Russians and Chinese.’”" Hopefully,it
will soon be ended in Canada. As a spinoff from sensory
deprivation, it can be used against anyone's beliefs —
and could becomethe new Inquisition.
So far no one seemsto have examined the fact that

deprogrammers are using psychiatric techniques,
albeit prepared for military use, without a licence’ to
"practice.It’s worth further examination.

Various groups, including the Scientologists, object
to violence being employed in the field of mental
healing and get the idea that psychiatry should be
reformed.
Guidelines for electric shock treatment have now

been broughtinto use in Alberta. In Quebec,a newbill
this suromerhas introduced legal rights for mental-
patients, And the Canadian Psychiatric Association is:
currently working on guidelines to inform patients of.
the side effects of electric shock and psychosurgery.

Scientologists and others lobbied for all of these:
They researched, collected data, drafted ideas, made
presentations. “Ideas, and not battles mark the for-
ward progress of mankind.’’ There will be more to
come both in Canada and overseas: Not only Scien-
tologists are involved -- lawyers, psychiatrists,
politicians are often glad to advise and give a helping
hand.
For the idea that there is much valid opposition to

Scientology or its organizations is essentially false.
The growth rate is up every year. And in 1976 there are
several million Scientologists in the world. Even young
psychiatrists — and some very famous old ones — are
supporting Scientology and calling for psychiatric
reform.
For Scientology is a people's activity, a grass roots

movement, and such get frowned on by the Establish-
ment whotut tut and mutter ‘untried,’ ‘too new,’ and
‘must be put down’ and all that. Scientology
organization boards of directors are young, vital,
enthusiastic. They are feeling their way, getting the
housein order, trying to do their best. Their expansion
rate is hard on them astheir ‘experienced hands’ get
spread very thin. The outstanding thing about them is
that they can be counted uponto try to put things right.
They are not old die-hard ‘Went to Harvard,’ ‘Exeter,
you know’reactionaries. They regard muchgoing onin
the world today as in 1910 new automobile executives
must have looked upon the board of a company
manufacturing buggy whips.

In Canada,the average Scientologist is in his or her
twenties, but.as L. Ron Hubbard oncewrote,‘Il pin my
faith on new generation. They are much maligned and
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ASUES false,reports are circulated about tte} -g they ate young and WON'T BEQUIET":-i “3 Any new.vital force in the world has a hard time.

a

 

    =
vee fen nad= Manyepithetsdre thrownat them.,*. ly torrents of

hgin just because

somebodypoints out they reallyshould not misaddress- their envelopes and really should Wwear-business suits, “insted

|

offesisto work, thy try to putit right. 

Has something.naan

Even those quoted in the series as critical ofScientology seemed to thinkit has something: Perhapstheir disillusionment tesults more from their own

 

 
knowledgeof him Someyears ago.As Hubbard wrote, “Any new subject or new

and knowledge to help those who come after,Scientologists have the ideas, they have themotivation, the wherewithal to help, to produce, to“bring about an end to conditions that are unwelcome,Fortodaythe bulk of the human race is walking aroundwith the belief that there js something wrongsomewhere, but they don't quite know whatit is,Thus the tragedy of the Sun's Series wasnotthe wild,ional charges and counter charges reported byMark Bonokoski, but, rather that in a series of nine

communication and rehabilitation was hardly toucheduponatall.
.For just beneath the Superficial surface treatmentisthe real reason why thousandsof people every week,withoutthe benefit of advertising or media support —and just by word of mouth alone — come in and learnabout Scientology and begin to achieve happiness andunderstanding.

‘Should it ever not be So, we will then be living in aregimented, grey: uniformed, Orwellian community,

offered, and eventual Supportfor those alternatives,“Ideas, and not battles mark the forward.progress of‘Mankind. . , . ye
en——.  
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SCIENTOLOGY SPOKESMAN Doug staff writer Mark Bonokoski (right)
Pearse demonstrates the E-meter for Sun during researchforthis series.
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baffled the unsuspectir ,ilergy of Clearwater who”
“supported the idealist but phoney — notion of
strengthening the religi..¢ and cultural qualities of
Ciearwater." 7 ‘
Someclergy signed their churches as members o}

the United Churches of Florida before realizing they
wereinking their nameto the Churchof Scientology.

Oneof the unsuspecting clergy was Mac Williams,
pastor of the Mount Carmel Baptist Church who was

" VOrcéd loWrite

Ire

FOTOWNIY Mi his Sundaybulletin:
“It was reported to us, by them (the United Churches

of Florida), that their organization was not backed by
anyreligion but that a group of concerned laymen had
cometogetherto fight crime and moral degeneracy.I
signed a ‘loose’ membership with them on the basis of
thatunderstanding. .
*tNow

I

find this group had,in fact,lied to me and to
other churchesin our area about who they really are.

“It was Wednesday that I learned the Church of
Scientology was the ActBal packer;!* wrote Williamsto
his;paijshoners, “age -Beogthitted tht neither Mount
Carm , ner any Onrtetiay ha Be part ofthis
roup and, at the'same time, bétrue to our Christ.
/*‘Here again is ‘another instance of Satan coming to
us in the guise of the angeloflight.”” <2
MayorCasares hits alittleharder._ . . ts
“Scientology is a cult. They don't like'being cailed a

cult; and thyt’s,why d.call them-a cult wi. .-cult.. .,cults * 28 7a 8 ghee tre ty .

mayer said bkshtes} *dre the breatest threat
ich facesin the politital field. The FBI knows the

ine gpmsein in the United States’but next to

*

higg spout Scientology and cults. What we need is a
congressional investigation."

; Casares, who is leaving the mayor’s job behind in
huary to seek a seat in the U.S. Congregs, said the

fight against Scientology is “the most important en-
deavorof mylifetime.
““My dream is to see them out of business.”
Lately, however, the criticism has tempered,

“mellowed by community apathy to “an old story."
Claarwatéris firmly intact as the main global base for

*Seierftoldgy’s expensive training and counselling
cqurses whigh the movement claims can produce

pStiperior pbeings,: hejngs, that ,can leave their bodies
Ddehind ard Havesonttol oyer-matter, energy, space,
and time. tc . . '
‘sdlketoednel master plan,”’ said Casares. “I

believe’ tidy Svant;w take over the world. That's it.
Their master plan js to make Clearwater the in.
ttergat tiagters for a political t of.same tubstindaizers r political movement o

tee
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@‘ontology in Clearwater,

“Federal post office

works to trace a personalletter written by a

Toronto Sun reporter which was intercepted

and ended up in the hands of the Toronto

Church of Scientology. The Church of

Scientology. subject of a nine-part in-

vestigative series by Sun writer Mark

Bonokoski, is currently attempting to halt

the continuation of the articles and is using

the letter as a basis for their case. The

letter, written by Bonokoski on Sept. 27 and

addressed to Stephen Advokat. a Florida

reporter, whois investigating the Church of
never arrived.

ietter. personal in nature, contained a

member of journalistic quips regarding the

series, which, at that time. was still a month

away from print.
However. earlier this week a copy of the

investigators aré

checking Canadian and U.S. postal net-
letter landed on the desk of Sun lawyer Ed

Eberle, carrying the threatof further legal

action by the Church of Scientology, shoutd

the series continue: °

Accordingto sources at Queen's Park, the

letter was also distributed by the church to a

number of government officials, including,

Stuart Smith, provincial Liberal party

leader.
Using the courts to the advantage of the

Scientology cause has been advocated at

length by L. Ron Hubbard, founder of the

Church of Scientology. In 1971, for example,

a. Scientology reprint of the Hubbard

statement read: “The purpose of the suit is

to harass and discourage rather than win.

The law can ily-to-b _

The Church of Scientology, with 4 lengthy

history of suing at merely a whisper, of

controversy, began its legal action against

Bonokoski and the Sun on Oct. 12, 19 days
before the first instalment was published. A

SupremeCourt of Ontario writ issued by the

church on that day accused Bonokoski of

conspiring with an ex-Scientologist to injure

the church. The suit came five days after

Peter Ginever, public affairs officer for the

church in Toronto, wrote Bonokoski,

requesting his manuscripts be read by

church officials for “factual inaccuracies”

before publication. “We do not want to

conclude en the day of printing,’ wrate

Ginever, ‘that this affair has been in the

nature of a set up — or your purpose

malicious.”After receiving a negative reply

from Bonokoski, Ginever, contacted the

rie
r

again, accusing him of un-

professionalconduct, and threatened suit.

As a result of that letter from Ginever,

copies of which went to Sun publisher

\

 

Douglas Creighton and editor-in-chief Peter
Worthington, Bonokoski retained Toronto
lawyer Clay Ruby, and sued the Toronto
Church of Scientology and Gineverfor libel.
Worthington, at the same time. was
receiving letters from the church's Je¥al
secretary demanding his antherization to

threat again, should Worthington sot
comply, was a lawsuit. Worthington did r
answer any of the Jetlers. did rot

On Oct. 27. still four da
publication of Bonokoski's shesthe
Churchof Scientology sued the Toronto Sur
Publishing Ltd. for damages 22d sought ar
injunctiontostop publishing izformation or

ch aNege eceived wroughy
an csewentoeia ' ind 7 trom
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January 21, 1999

Files Intake Room
333 Constitution Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20001
Attn: Files and Copies Section

Re: Mary Sue Hubbard;
Convicted December6, 1979 on the
Charge of Conspiracy
 

  
To whom it may concern,

 

Myoffice has recently rgoived a request through the FBI's overseas Legal
Attache Office at the U.S. Embassy lo¢ated in Berlin, Germany. This request was made by the

whoare interested in receiving a copy of the court  

  

sentence for Mary Sue Hubbard, born June 17, 1931 in Texas, FBI Identification Number
986473T3.

According to hercriminal history check, Mary Sue Hubbard was charged with
sapere, convicted on December 6, 1979 and sentencedto five years confinement and a
10,000 fine.

 

   
This letter o formally request a copy ofthis court sentence, which upon

receipt will be provided t counterparts. Should additional informationorclarification of
j come necessary, inquiries and responses maybe provided to Liaison Analyst

FBI Headquarters, International Relations Unit I, Room 7458, 935 Pennsylvania
Avenue, NW, Washington, D.C. 20535, who mayalso be reacheddirectly at telephone number
(202) 324-2397.

 

  

Thank you in advance for your assistance with this matter.

Sincerely yours,

Onn mamta Relations Unit
Criminal Investigative Division

1 - Addressee 
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